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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores the Hungarian influence on the German composer Johannes

Brahms (1833-1897). His biographical details are sketched from his first concert tour to

his last (Chapter 2). In 1853, he accompanied the Hungarian violinist Ede Remenyi, while

travelling through Germany and Austria. In 1867 he concertized in Hungary for the first time.

Between these tours, Brahms met and even worked with many other musicians, some of

whom were Hungarian, and he composed many works which are overtly marked by this

influence. The places he visited, the music he heard and the political events of the time are

taken into account in weighing the effects of various influences.

Four types of nineteenth-century Hungarian music are defined and the history of each

is given. A discussion of Hungarian composers prior to, and contemporary with, Brahms is

important in laying the foundation for our understanding of the "Hungarian". Brahms's

connection with Hungarian folk music and salon music is traced in Chapter III, while Chapter

IV outlines two types of gypsy music - gypsy folk music and gypsy band music. Brahms's

usage of all of these is explained. The influence is extrapolated into the realm of Brahms's

more German works, and is discussed in terms of the manner in which the "Hungarian"

pervades his style.

"On the 'Hungarian' in Works of Brahms" provides a discussion of this strong presence

in Brahms's musical style and offers a deeper understanding of the creative personality of this

composer.
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PROLOGUE

The influence of Hungarian music on composers inside and outside Hungary was not

uncommon from the late eighteenth century onward. Examples may be found in the music

of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (Violin Concerto in A Major, 1775), Franz Joseph Haydn

(Gypsy Rondo Trio, 1795), Ferenc Liszt (Heroic March in Hungarian Style, 1840, Hungarian

Rhapsodies, 1846-1885, Csdrdds, 1882-1886, etc.), Pablo de Sarasate (Zigeunerweisen,

1879), Leo Delibes (Coppelia, 1870), Maurice Ravel (TZigane, 1924) and Bela Bartok

(Hungarian Songs, 1906-1930, Hungarian Dances, 1931, etc.).l Few composers display

more "Hungarian-ness" in their style of writing than Johannes Brahms. In Brahms's ceuvre,

many titles contain overt references either to a Hungarian or to a gypsy style - Hungarian

·Dances, Gypsy Songs, Variations on a Hungarian Song, "Rondo allaZingarese" - showing

1. Bence Szabo1csi, A Concise History a/Hungarian Music, tran1ated by Sara Karig and Fred Macnicol, edited
by Florence Knep1er. Second edition. (Budapest: Corvina, 1974), pp.54-56.
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- Prologue- 2

a conscious reference to a cultural neighbour. In numerous other works Brahms used

compositional techniques imported from this "other" style, often in direct imitation of gypsy

bands. These works include the Violin Concerto, Piano Concerto No.1, the Clarinet Quintet,

Trio in C major, op. 8:7, Walt,:es, op. 39, Six:: Vocal Quartets, op. 112, Variations on a Theme

by Handel, Variations on a Theme of Paganini, String Quintet, op. 111 and the Double

Concerto.

How did such a style become a part of Brahms's technique and musical personality?

What were the historic events that made him receptive to Hungarian traditions to the extent

that they became an important component of his creative thought? The nineteenth century

cultivated. the notion that the music performed by gypsy bands was Hungarian folk music -

the true music of the peasants - simply because it was accessible and heard outside Hungary.

The idea was propagated by the best-known Hungarian composer of the day, Ferenc Liszt,

in his book The Gipsy in MusiC- where he also attributed the authorship of the music played

by the gypsies to the wandering gypsy musiciansthemse1ves. Twentieth-century research

has shown that Hungarian folk music is very different from that which was played by gypsy

bands in the mid-nineteenth century; would Brahms have had contact with the "real"

Hungary, or would his understanding of the style have been formed uniquely by gypsies, or

by gypsy-like musics?

Style will influence composition through contact with a score, or, more pertinently,

through contact with performance and performers. In the case of gypsy music, there were no

scores available for study so an acquaintance with the style would necessarily come through

live performances. Brahms, particularly the young Brahms, would have had ample

2. Long extracts of this book fIrst appeared in the Frenchjournal La France Musicale (July and August, 1859).
Peter Cornelius translated this text into German (Die Ziguener und ihre Musik in Ungaro) which appeared
in Budapest, 1861. The final book, by the same German title, was an enlarged version, published by Una
Ramann as part of Liszt's Gesammelte Schriften, volume 6.



- Prologue- 3

opportunity to hear at least some forms of Hungarian music not only from his daily life in

Germany but also from his association with the Hungarian violinists Ede3 Remenyi and

Joseph Joachim. This thesis will therefore begin with a brief outline of the personalities and

places that helped form Brahms's developing musical sensibilities.

What were the types of music that came out of Hungary? Just as it is too broad a sweep

to classify any country's music under one umbrella, so the phrase "Hungarian music" is so

imprecise a term as to be almost meaningless. Hungary has its own traditions of folk music

- traditions that were largely ignored by musicians and musicologists until this century. It

also has what we can now, with the perspective of a century and a half, call a "tradition" of

salon music and gypsy music. Even this last category is too wide: the gypsies-+ have their own

folk music, a music that is different from both that which they are known to play for the public

and from their style of performance. Which of these four - folk music, salon music, gypsy

band music and gypsy folk music - would Brahms have learned and used as a compositional

tool? Which is the "Hungarian" to which popular terminology has referred for two hundred

years? Throughout this thesis, the word "Hungarian" will be used to describe music which

still conjures up a picture of the exotic gypsy style ofperformance, that music termed "gypsy

band music" in Chapter IV; any other usage will be qualified in situ according to the context.

This is in accordance with Jonathan Bellman who, in his book The Style hongrois in the Music

ofWestem Europe, uses the term Style hongrois to describe the same music.s

3. Ede is the Hungarian form of Eduard, Remenyi's birth name. (see page 6 for more information on this)

4. A gypsy, according to the Oxford English Dictionary and accepted in this thesis, is a member ofa wandering
race (by themselves called Romany), of Hindu origin, which first appeared in England about the beginning
of the sixteenth century and was then believed to have come from Egypt

5. Jonathan Bellman, The Style hongrois in the Music ofWestern Europe (Chicago: Northeastern University
Press, 1993).
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Gypsy techniques, the formulre for '"transforming any folk music that comes to hand"6,

are best recognized if they are defined, but they can only be defined by recognizing '"sounds"

typical of the style. This somewhat circular statement underlines the major problem facing

the analyst: which techniques per se are peculiar to this music; which techniques are only

"gypsyisms" when used in complex combinations; and (more subtly) which techniques rely

on a certain method of performance, a particular interpretation, to lend an air of "otherness"

to the sound? Throughout the third and fourth chapters I will analyze some of Brahms's

works in order to create a framework within which to answer these questions.

It should be understood from the outset that it is not my intention in this thesis to dissect

Brahms's music or to separate the Hungarian nuts from the German bolts in his technique.

The intention is rather to follow the threads of "Hungariaruisms" from the most obvious to the

most subtle. To speculate on how Brahms would have composed had he never been

influenced by Hungarian music, is unrealistic. The path will take us from works where

Brahms himselfset out to be Hungarian, through works where the listener would not normally

detect any "other" influence.

The personality ofBrahms was certainly much more than just a mixture of the Teutonic

and an "other" - the conservative and the progressive. Was Brahms, as Guido Adler writes,

"German down to the ground"7, or was he only German up to the borders of Hungary?

* * *

6. Charles King, Men of the Road (London: Frederick Muller Ltd., 1972), p. 52.

7. Guido Adler, "Johannes Brahms: His achievement, his personality and his position", The Musical Quarterly,
XIX, no. 2 (1933), p.I23.



THE EARLY YEARS OF TRAVEL

ON TOUR

The young Brahms received his most extensive tuition in the traditions of gypsy

music through the violinist Ede Remenyi. While on tour in 1853, they performed not only

Beethoven sonatas and Vieuxtemps concertos, but also gypsy-style rhapsodies for which

Brahms improvised accompaniments. This was the music that Remenyi felt most deeply.

Late at night in the hotel rooms, he would fiddle popular Hungarian melodies of the day for

Brahms, later claiming them as his own compositions. According to Remenyi himself, some

of these tunes were the very ones that Brahms later arranged as piano duets. 1 The short time

spent with Remenyi affected Brahms deeply. Even in his very last hours of life, he reminisced

about their time travelling and playing together some forty-four years earlier.:!

1. Edouard Remerryi, Musician, litterateur, and Man: An Appreciation, with Sketches ofHis life and Artistic
Career by Friends and Contemporaries, compiled by Gwendolyn Dunlevy Kelly and George P. Upton
(Chicago, 1906), p. 92.

2. Robert Haven Schauffler, The Unknown Brahms: His Life, Character and Works'; Based on New Material
(Westport, Connecticut Greenwood Press, 1961), p. 294.

5



- The Early Years a/Travel - 6

The tour with Remenyi introduced Brahms to the other main influences in his life

and on his work. In late April, 1853, they visited Joseph Joachim in Hanover, another

Hungarian violinist who became Brahms's lifelong friend. Upon leaving Joachim, the duo

travelled to Weimar to stay with the Hungarian composer Ferenc Liszt. Although it would

seem that Brahms and Liszt became enemies because of their different ideals concerning

music, Brahms did stay with Liszt for at least three weeks, in a house where new compositions

were being performed daily. It is possible that some of Liszt's own Hungarianisms (musical

characteristics associated with Hungary and used by Liszt in his works) may have influenced

the young composer. When Brahms left Liszt's home, he returned to Joachim who decided

that he would send the young composer to meet the Schumanns in Dusseldorf.

Just exactly how each of these people influenced Brahms's compositions in terms of

Hungarian style must be examined fIrst through study of the individuals and their own works.

The various places Brahms visited in his youth would have exposed him to different

Hungaria][l. musics which may have influenced his compositions as well. His journeys

from 1853 until his first trip to Hungary in 1867 will subsequently be followed and

mapped.

Eduard Hoffmann, alias Ede Remenyi

Ede Remenyi, whose original name was Eduard Hoffmann, was of mixed German-

Hungarian blood, born to John [sic]3 and Rosalie Hoffmann on July 17, 1830 in Miskolc (150

kilometres northeast of present Budapest). Native to Hungary, he changed his name as a

young man in order to display his devotion to his home country - a common occurrence in

3. Kelly and Upton, Edouard Remenyi, Musician, litterateur, and Man, p. 9. It is unlikely that Remenyi's
father was referred to as "John" in a German-speaking area.
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the mid-nineteenth century. At the age of nine, he studied violin at the Vienna Conservatory

where Joseph Joachim was a fellow student. During the Hungarian Revolution in 1848,

Remenyi fought in the Hungarian army against Austria in the capacity of musical aide-de-

camp under General Arthur Gorgey. In 1849 he was exiled on account of his political

activities and obliged to flee Hungary for the U.S.A. He gave his debut in New York on

January 19, 1850, but stayed only six months, returning to Europe in the spring of 1850.4

When Remenyi was scheduled to perform in Hamburg in 1852, his accompanist

became ill and the name of Johannes Brahms was given as a replacement. Upon hearing

Brahms play for the first time, Remenyi was surprised at the talent of the young pianist,

exclaiming, "My dear Brahms, you are a genius!".5 He insisted that the musical talents of

Brahms would one day be recognized and was determined not to let this newly discovered

"genius" go. Remenyi invited the young pianist to be his accompanist on a concert tour, a

prospect of travel that excited Brahms. He accepted forthwith. Setting out on foot from

Hamburg, they began their first concert tour on April 19, 1853.

According to the early twentieth-eentury Brahms scholar William Murdoch, Remenyi

was not at all a serious artist, not caring for shape, line or form in Classical music, and giving

flashy pelformances of Hungarian tunes.6 This quick dismissal of Remenyi's musicianship,

assumes that the violinist was not earnest about the "Oassical" music he played (Beethoven,

Vieuxtemps) and that he did not perform these works in the standard and accepted manner,

4. Here there is some disagreement Peter Latham states, erroneously, that Brahms met Remenyi for the first
time in 1850, but the violinist returned to the U.S.A. and did not reappear in Hamburg for nearly two years.
Peter Latham, Brahms (London: J.M. Dent, 1948), p. 9. Burnett James writes that Remenyi went to
Hambulig in 1849, along with other Hungarian refugees. BurnettJames, Brahms: A Critical Study (London:
J.M. Dent, 1972), p. 31.

5. Kelly and Upton, Edollard Remenyi, Musician, liaeratellr. and Mall, p. 83.

6. William Murdoch, Brahms: with an Analytical Study ofthe Complete Pianoforte Works (London: Rich &
Cowan, 1933), p. 29.
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but rather carelessly. Other accounts of Remenyi's playing claim that he was emotional,

impulsive, passionate and altogether temperamentaL? Latham writes about Remenyi as a

specialislt in the ''Zigeuner (gypsy) style" with free rhythms and elaborate decorations.s

While on tour, the violinist composed Hungarian melodies at night and played them to

Brahms. Wishing to have an impartial judgment on his music, he told Brahms that they were

national airs.9 Brahms was fascinated with Remenyi's arrangements and improvisations of

these melodies, an influence which apparently lasteda lifetime. The earliest of his Hungarian

Dance arrangements date from 1853.10 Fifteen years later, when Remenyi saw Brahms's

"transcriptions" of Hungarian Dances in print, he was enraged, claiming some of them to be

his own. I I Brahms, of course, was acting in good faith when publishing these dances, since

Remenyi had claimed that they were traditional Hungarian tunes. A review of Remenyi's

compositions in the London Examiner, July 28, 1876, stated:

Another important feature of M. Remenyi's style is the national element.

He strongly maintains against Liszt the genuineness of Hungarian music,

and has shown himself thoroughly imbued with the spirit of that music by

writing several ''Hungarian melodies", which have been mistaken for popu

lar tunes and actually adopted as such by other composers. The same half

Eastern spirit is observable in the strong rhythmical coloring of M.

Remenyi's execution, seldom or never attained in its original raciness by

artists of Teutonic origin. I:!

7. Kelly and Upton, Edouard Remenyi, Musician, litterateur, and Man, p. :23.

8. Peter Latham, Brahms (London: J.M. Dent, 1948), p. 9. More recent sources do not discuss the details of
RemeIllyi's style.

9. Kelly and Upton, Edouard Reme1ryi, Musician, litterateur, and Man, p. 92.

10. Murdoch, Brahms: with an Analytical Study of the Complete Pianoforte Works, p. 30 and Michael
Musgrave, The Music ofBrahms (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985), p. 60. This early source is
valuable as a contemporary observation of performances.

11. Kelly and Upton, Edouard Reme1ryi, Musician, litterateur, and Man, p. 92.

12. Ibid., p. 215.
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Joseph Joachim: A "Hungarian" Violinist/Composer

9

The tour of 1853 took Brahms and Remenyi to Hanover to visit Remenyi's former

classmate of the Vienna Conservatory, Joseph Joachim, who had an excellent reputation in

Europe as a violinist. Born in Kitsee, Hungary on June 28,1831, Joachim and his family

moved to Pest two years later. There, at the age offive, Joachim began to learn the violin with

Stanislaus SeI"W'aczynski, the Polish concertmaster of the Pest Opera. In 1839 he gave his

debut with his teacher and received great acclaim. Following this performance, SeI"W'aczynski

convinced Joachim's parents to let him continue his violin studies in Vienna. 13 A very

important influence on Joachim was Felix Mendelssohn, who helped him choose works to

play and gave much advice on interpretation.14

Joachim moved to Weimar where he worked as concertmaster in Ferenc Liszt's

orchestra.. He became close friends with Liszt and studied composition with him for a few

years beginning in 1850. They composed a Rhapsodie hongroise together - a work for

violin and piano published in 1854-.15 However, the two musicians had different philosophies

of music and after some disagreement, Joachim left Weimar in January 1853.16 His next post

was in Hanover at the court ofKing George V. Liszt's compositional influence on Joachim

(New German School ideals) lasted for many years after he left Weimar and, according to

Gary Maas, can be heard in his "Fantasiestuck" and "Friihlingsfantasie" from Drei StUcke,

op. 2 as well as in Konzert in einem Satz, op. 3. Also in 1853, Joachim met Robert Schumann,

with whom he became steadfast friends. 17

13. Barrett Stoll, "Joseph Joachim: Violinist, Pedagogue, and Composer" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Iowa., 1978), pp. 28-29.

14. Stoll, '''Joseph Joachim: Violinist, Pedagogue, and Composer", p. 37.

15. Gary L. Maas, "The Instrumental Music of Joseph Joachim" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1973), p. 290.

16. Stoll, "Joseph Joachim: Violinist, Pedagogue, and Composer", pp. 48 and 51.

17. Maas, "The Instrumental Music of Joseph Joachim", pp. 25-27.
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A virtuoso violinist and violist, Joachim's style ofplaying must have been the antithesis

of Remenyi' s.

Joachim's stage demeanor - classic, serious, calm - surely contrasted

with the flamboyance of his countryman and contemporary Eduard

Remenyi ...18

According to reviews from the time, Joachim was a very refined musician.

Joachim's tone did not dazzle and flatter the hearer by means of penetrating

sensuousness. It was a tone whose limpid beauty had a transcendental

quality. His playing spiritualized and etherealized. There was no coquetry,

no seeking after effect.19

Joachim was clearly not a gypsy violinist. The word "control" was often used to describe

his playing, a word that could not be applied to gypsy performers, whose interpretations

are essentially free and "uncontrolled".

What fascinates the listener more than anything else in this music [played

by the gypsies] is its rhythmic freedom, wealth, variety, and flexibility

which are not to be found anywhere else to the same degree..... From the

willdest fury to a lulling sweetness and the tenderest plaintive melancholy.

...... They are all characteristic, full of fire, suppleness, impetuosity, and the

surging of waves.20

His abilities on the violin were well-learned and practised, as opposed to improvised and

apparently consisting only of sentimental expressions. Listening to a recording of Joachim

18. Isabelle Emerson, "Brahms in Budapest Concerts of 1867 and 1869" in The Piano Quarterly (XXXVI, no.
143, 1988), p. 30.

19. Sam Franko, Chords and Discords: Memoirs and Musings ojan American Musician (New York: Viking
Press, 1938), p. 20.

20. Franz Liszt, The Gipsy in Music, translated by Edwin Evans (London: William Reeves, 1926), quoted in
Martin Block, Gypsies: Their LiJe and their Customs, translated by Barbara Kuczynski and Duncan Taylor
(New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1939), pp. 221-222.
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playing his arrangement of Brahms's Hungarian Dance No. 1, one can hear this control, even

in the numerous portamenti which ornament his style of playing, a typical technique of the

outgoing nineteenth century. He uses consecutive slides (portamenti) as an expressive device

(current performance practice forbids the linking of slides). The bow control displayed by

Joachim in this recording is tremendous, giving the impression of whole phrases being played

without change of bow direction. The tone is remarkably even with a narrow vibrato, used

only for articulation, marking the beginnings, endings or high points of phrases. Joachim's

sense of musical line gives to his interpretation of Bach's Prelude in G minor characteristics

now associated with performance practice of the late-twentieth century.:!!

There is no doubt that Joseph Joachim had a fondness for the music associated with his

homeland. According to his biographer Andreas Moser, he heard gypsy music throughout

his childhood and his visits to Hungary as an adult strengthened his love for the "characteristic

melodies,. hannonies, and rhythm of the Magyar folk-songs and dances".22 Moser claims the

Hungarian element to be present in Joachim's compositions for the violin in the "melodious

phrases and hannonic combinations".23 It is, however, displayed in a learned and more

structured manner than normally executed by the gypsy performers. It is always apparent

when Joachim was inserting a gypsy-style phrase, hannony or rhythm such as the verbunkos

cadence or a parlando rhythm (see pages 43 and 36 respectively for more information). In

a letter to Clara Schumann (1855), Joachim mentioned playing Haydn sonatas with Brahms,

particularly

....the one with the jolly Hungarian Rondo in G: it is the most characteristic

music I have heard for a long time - one can really see the Hungarian

21. Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.1, arranged by Joachim and Bach, Prelude in G minor (G&T 047907),
recorded 1903.

22. Andreas Moser, Joseph Joachim: A Biography (1831-1899)1, translated by Lilla Durham (London,
1906), p. 180.

23. Ibid.
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Hussars twirling their moustaches and the Hungarian girls' long nut-brown

plaits getting entangled in the spurs as they dance.24

12

When Joachim and Brahms first met in late May, 1853, Joachim was immediately

impressed by both the man and his compositions. The young pianist had brought along his

manuscripts of the piano sonatas in C (op. 1) and F# minor (op. 2) as well as Six Songs (op.

3), Scher~:o in E ~ minor (op. 4), a violin and piano sonata, a piano trio and a string quartet

(these last three are now lost). Joachim saw originality, power and lyrical beauty in these

works. He organized a recital for Brahms and Remenyi to take place before King George of

Hanover. Not surprisingly, the performance was a success and Joachim wrote a letter of

introduction to Ferenc Liszt at the Altenburg in Weimar (he claimed Brahms to be "a young

giant"25) and sent the duo on their way, quietly advising Brahms to return to him if things

should not work out with the temperamental violinist.

I have known Remenyi for a long time, and now that I believe I understand

you, I cannot think: that you will be able to stand his company for very long;

should you for any reason part from him, I should be heartily glad to see

you in Gottingen, where I propose to spend the summer. I feel a great bond

of sympathy in common with yoU.26

This invitation was to be of great importance, for it opened the door to a friendship which was

pertinent to the young Brahms's development.

24. Letters from and to Joseph Joachim, translated by Nora Bickley (London: Macmillan. 1914), p. 112.

25. Murdoch, Brahms: with an Analytical Study of tIle Complete Pianoforte Worlcr, p. 50.

26. Moser, Joseph Joachim: A Biography (1831 -1899), p. 127.
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The travelling duo arrived in Weimar early in June, 1853. William Mason in his

Memories of a Musical Llfe mentions this first meeting, at which he viewed one of

Brahms's manuscripts on a table (the Scher:o, op. 4). He was amazed at its illegibility

and commented that he would first have to make a copy of it were he to study the work.:!7

Born in Raiding, Hungary on October22, 1811 to Austro-German parents, Ferenc Liszt's

name was originally spelled without the 'z' , but his father added it so that the Hungarian natives

(the Magyars) would not pronounce the name as Iischt.:!8 He made his debutas a pianist in 1820

and was so successful that he was given money to move with his family to Vienna and study

with Carl Czemy. Mter eighteen months, Czemy ended the lessons because he had nothing

more to teach the boy. By this time, Liszt was showing an interest in composition, so he went

to Paris where he studiedwithAntonin Reicha andFerdinando Paer. As a young teenager, Liszt

toured Europe, performing and enchanting audiences wherever he went. By fIfteen, he was

completely self-supporting and living in Paris.29

Ferenc Liszt' s life was changed when he heard Nicolo Paganini play the violin in 1832.

He vowed to become the "Paganini of the piano" and shortly afterward arranged six of the

violinist's Caprices for the piano, then wrote the Twelve Transcendental Etudes which were

even more difficult.30 After moving to Switzerland with the Countess Marie d'Agoult, the

composer wrote a volume ofAnnees de Pelerinage subtitled "Suisse". Two years later, while

in Italy, hie composed the Dante Sonata, which belongs to the second volume of Annees de

Pelerinage. In 1838, the Danube flooded and Liszt's native Hungary was in trouble. He

travelled Ito Vienna to give a concert in aid of the Hungarian people which brought to his

27. William Mason, Memories ofa Musical Life (New York: The Century Co., 1901), p. 127.

28. Alan Walker, liszt (London: Faber and Faber, 1971), p. 15.

29. Ibid., pp. 16-26.

30. Ibid., pp. 30-31.
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attention his need to perform. Within a year, he decided to give a concert tour in order to raise

funds for the Beethoven monument in Bonn, Germany. Vienna was first and Hungary was

next. He had not been there in sixteen years, but the Magyars considered him to be a national

symbol.31 He visited his birthplace and

...was serenaded by the local gipsies, whose music he tried to capture in his

Hungarian Rhapsodies, the first of which he began to write about this time.3:!

In the next few years, Liszt toured Germany, Spain, Portugal, Turkey and even Russia as the

world's most celebrated pianist.

Liszt retired from performing in 1847 in order to concentrate on composition. He

accepted the position of Kapellmeister to the court of Weimar, and took up residence at the

Altenburg. His new love, Princess Carolyne von Sayn-Wittgenstein followed him there.33

Between the time he settled in Weimar and 1853 when Brahms stayed with him, he had

written a number orchestral works including 1£s Preludes, Orpheus and Prometheus, as well

as many piano pieces, such as the second volume of Annies de Pelerinage ("Italie"), two

Ballades, Consolatj-ons, Harmonies poetiques et religieuses, the famed Sonata in B minor

and most of the Hungarian Rhapsodies. These last works have become some of the most

popular and well-known works by Liszt and it is likely that Brahms heard them while visiting

at the Altenburg.

Liszt was very popular at the time, not only as a pianist and a composer, but also as a

conductor and pedagogue. He was known for his generosity, regularly opening his house to

students and colleagues for musical evenings. Brahms was very excited to meet this

31. Walker, LisZl, pp. 49-50.

32. Ibid., p. 51.

33. Ibid., pp. 55-56.
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legendary figure, but when it came to the soirees, he was shy and humble, refusing to perform

his own compositions. Liszt however was interested in Brahms's music and insisted on

performing the young composer's works for him. What for Mason was illegible, was for Liszt

perfectly dear; he sight-read Brahms's manuscript with spoken comments.34 It is possible

that this performance somehow upset the young man or caused him to feel jealous, though

according to Mason, Brahms was amazed and delighted by Liszt's performance.35 Mason

states (erroneously) that the young composer's visit was of short duration. According to him,

Brahms only stayed for the one day and Karl Klindworth, also present at the event, gives the

following day as the departure time. We now know that it was three weeks later that Brahms

left the Altenburg, on July 2, 1853, parting with a gift of a cigar box from Liszt.

Liszt and His Circle

In these early impressionable years, how wide a spectrum of styles and types of

music would Brahms have come into contact with during his stay at the Altenburg? What,

besides the Sonata in B minor36, had Liszt recently composed and likely performed in the

company of students and friends at his home? Who else performed, and which pieces would

they have played? Liszt's students certainly played their own compositions and expected

criticism from the master. Karl Klindworth (1830-1916), Dionys Pruckner (1834

1896), Joachim Raff (1822-1882) and William Mason were regularly present as well as

Peter Cornelius (1824-1874) , Hans von Bronsart (1830-1913), the organist Alexander

Winterberger (1834-1914), Ferdinand Laub (1832-1875; the violinist who replaced

34. Mason, Memories ofa Musical Life, p. 129.

35. Ibid.

36. The manuscript of the Sonata in B minor is dated February 2, 1853.
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Joachim in Liszt's orchestra), the cellist Bernhard Cossmann (1822-1910), and Martha

von Sabinin (1831-1892). It appears that most of Liszt's pupils and associates were

not a fruitful source of Hungarian influence on Brahms.37 There are a large number of

Liszt's own compositions and arrangements that would have probably been played at that

time by the composer, including the recently published Hungarian Rhapsodies. These

pieces are based on melodies made popular by Hungarian gypsy musicians, mostly

...!themes by various dilettante Hungarian composers who were quite well

known by name, and who were not themselves tzigane [gypsy] - he

merely applied to these the tzigane style of omamentation...38

In these arrangements, Liszt successfully imitated the style, colour and instrumentation of

gypsy bands on the piano. It is possible that these Hungarian Rhapsodies inspired Brahms

to write his Hungarian Dances, in which he had the same purpose of imitation.

Brahms wrote to Joachimfrom the Altenburg on June 23, 1853 regarding Remenyi and

his experiences with Uszt.

...Remenyi is leaving Weimar without me. It is his wish, for my manner

could not have given him the slightest pretext for doing so. I really did not

need such another bitter experience; in this respect I had already quite

enough material for a poet and composer. ...1 cannot return to Hamburg

without anything to show, ...1 must at least see two or three of my composi

tions in print, so that I can cheerfully look my parents in the face.39

37. See The New Grove Dictionary; Walker, Franz Us:t, Volume Two: The Weimar Years, 1848-1861;
Mason, Memories ofa Musical Life.

38. Humphrey Searle, The Music ofLiszt (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1966), p. 44.

39. Karl Geiringer, Brahms: His Life and Work (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1948), p. 28. There are
many different accounts of Brahms's and Remenyi's separation. In Kelly and Upton's Edouard Remenyi,
Musician, Litterateur and Man, the violinist claims to have suggested to Brahms after one week at the
Altenburg that he leave and go to Schumann in DUsseldorf. Remenyi also says that he himself wrote to
Joachim, asking for a letter of introduction for Brahms to Schumann.
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From Weimar, Brahms went to G6ttingen, accepting Joachim's offer to spend the summer

there with him. Ede Remenyi stayed close to Ferenc LisztlO, even travelling to Leipzig with

him and Liszt's followers in December of the same year. Brahms was also in the city and

visited Liszt. He was warmly welcomed by the group and was careful not to mention the past

to Remenyi.41 There is no account of§.rahms and R.~menyi ever having met again after 1853,

THE MATURING BRAHMS AND JOACIDM

The summer of 1853 saw the beginning of the long and important friendship between

Johannes Brahms and Joseph Joachim. Letters dating from the autumn of 1853 indicate that

Brahms and Joachim had begun to exchange compositions, which would have been

especially beneficial for Brahms, the younger and, at the time, less experienced composer.

It was at this same period that the FA.E. Sonata was written by Robert Schumann, Brahms

and Albert Dietrich for Joachim, while the three awaited his visit.42

Brahms spent the winter of 1854 with Joachim in Hanover. They regularly worked

together on their compositions, criticizing and helping each other. During that time, Brahms

wrote many ofhis chamber works, since he had on hand a group of musicians who were ready

40. There is an interesting account of Liszt and Remenyi meeting again in January 1869 upon Liszt's return
to Weimar. Adelheid von Schorn observed them playing together, improvising on Gypsy melodies and
wrote that when Remenyi played., the whole man danced.. ~e two Hungarians not only played music, they
WERE THEv1SELYES the music - in every nerve - down to their fingertips." At the finish of their
private performance, Remenyi fell at the master's feet and clasped his knees. "One could not tell whether
he was laughing or crying from sheerjoy." Adelheid von Schorn, Zwei Menschenalter. Erinnerzl1lgen und
Briefe (Berlin: S. Fischer Verlag, 1901), p. 155.

41. Walter Niemann, Brahms (New Yorlc Cooper Square Publishers, 1969), p. 53.

42. Written in October 1853, the FAE. Sonata for violin and piano was based on the initials of Joachim's
personal motto, Frei aber einsam (Free but lonely). Schubert's composition student, Albert Dietrich wrote
the first movement, Robert Schumann wrote the Intermezzo and Finale, while Brahms composed the
Scherzo. Clara Schumann played it with Joachim for the first time on October 26, 1853, and the violinist
was asked to identify the composer of each movement - which he did.
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and willing to sight-read the music_ Joachim and the Eyerett brothers, along with August

Lindner obliged Brahms by peIforrning these newly composed works, including the Trio in

B major, op_ 8, the Sextet in @major, op_ 18 for strings, the Quartet in G minor, op_ 25 (see

Chapter IV for a discussion of the "Hungarian") and the Quartet in A major, op_ 26, both for

piano and string trio, the Quintet in F minor, op_ 34, the Sextet in G major, op. 36 and the Trio

in & major, op. 40.

In these formative years of Brahms's compositional style, Joachim was crucial to his

development. For five years, from 1856 until 1861, Brahms and Joachim exchanged a large

number of counterpoint exercises. As can be seen from their correspondence, Brahms was

more faithful in doing the exercises than was Joachim. Indeed, the majority of the latter's

compositions display relatively little use of counterpoint. It seems that Joachim was either

not particularly talented at contrapuntal writing, or that his style was naturally more vertical

than horizontal. Brahms learned the technique of orchestration from Joachim by showing

him the orchestral music that he had written and allowing Joachim, as master of the subject,

to comment and criticize.43 In fact, with regard to Brahms's Piano Concerto in D minor,

which will be discussed with regard to its "Hungarian-ness" in Chapter IV, Donald F. Tovey

wrote,

Joachim helped with advice and criticism at every stage of its growth, from

its beginnings as a symphony drafted in an arrangement for two pianofortes,

to its final peIfection. When it was ready for orchestration, Joachim's

relation to Brahms was practically that of master to pupil. .... But in Joachim

he found not only a believer, but a composer whose qualities were exactly

fitted to complete his education.44

43. Tovey, "Brnhrns" in CycLoptedic Survey ojChamber Music, I, pp. 107-108.

44. Tovey, "Joseph Joachim, Hungarian Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, op. 11", in Brahms and His World,
edited by Walter Frisch (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1990), p. 152.
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The extent to which Brahms was influenced by Joachim (and vice versa) can be seen

by the many similarities in the piano writing of the two composers. They both concentrate

on the darker sounds of the lower and middle registers of the instrument and use octave and

tenth doublings in the left-hand voices. Harmonic vocabulary (a feature discussed further in

Chapter IV), concern for structural coherence, and hemiola as a rhythmic device are other

compositional features Brahms and Joachim have in cornrnon.45

Joachim had a tremendous influence on Brahms's writing of the Violin Concerto,

op. 77, with its '''Hungarian'' finale. As Burnett James states,

The Hungarian finale also brings together several strands of the web of

Brahms's creative texture. Nationally, it honours Joseph Joachim, the dear

friend, and may tilt back to Remenyi, he who set Brahms upon the road to

international farne and onto the track of the Hungarian gipsy music also;

maybe even a distant nod to the memory of Franz Liszt and the Weimar

meeting which, however abortive it had in the end turned out, was a mark and

milestone on the road of Brahms's arduous pilgrimage. And then, Hungarian

and gipsy music was part of the Romantic addiction and cultivation.46

Written while the composer was vacationing in P6rtschach, the manuscript was passed back

and forth many times, suggestions were made by Joachim for improvement, which Brahms

sometimes accepted and used. The work was dedicated to Joachim who gave the premiere

perforrnance on New Year's Day, 1879. In a letterto Joachim sixmonths afterthisperforrnance,

Brahms referred to the dedication: "It is a good thing your name is on the copy; you are more

or less responsible for the Solo Violin part."47

45. Maas, "The Instrumental Music of Joseph Joachim", p. 274.

46. BumettJames, Brahms: A Critical Study (London: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd, 1972), p. 155.

47. Johannes Brahms, Violin Concerto. op. 77 (Ernst Eulenburg, 192-), p. v.
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TRACING BRAHMS'S STEPS THROUGH EUROPE

20

The young Brahms was influenced not only by the people he met and became

acquainted with, but also by the places where he journeyed and his musical surroundings in

those places. Brahms's earliest travels, when he was accompanist for Remenyi, took him

to Winsen, Ltineburg, Celle, Hanover, and ended in 'Veimar. After summering in

Gottingen, he toured the Rhine area, beginning at Mehlem (near Bonn) and finishing in

DUsseldorf on September 30, 1853, where he stayed with the Schumanns for a few weeks.

Returning to Hanover at the beginning of November, Brahms sent manuscripts to the

publisher Hartel in Leipzig, who replied with an enthusiastic invitation to the business city

of Germany. His travels for those first months therefore took him not only to the great cities

in Austria and Germany, but also to small villages where he would have been exposed to

concert music (with Joachim, Liszt, Schumann, etc.) as well as tavern music that was often

performed by gypsies (in the hotels and on the streets of the smaller towns).

The New Year (1854) found him back in Hanover with Joachim. Upon hearing about

Schumann's suicide attempt in February, he rushed to DUsseldorf to be with the Schumann

family. He spent most ofhis time at the Schumanns' house, taking a boat trip up the Rhine to

Mainz in August in the company of Clara.

Mter spending Christmas 1854 together in DUsseldorf, Brahms and Clara Schumann

formed a performing group with Joachim. They began a concert tour in November 1855,

travelling through Hamburg, the Altona region, Kiel, Bremen, Leipzig, and lastly Hanover.

Mter Robert Schumann's death in July 1856, Clara moved to Berlin, Joachim returned to

Hanover, and Brahms, following a tour in Switzerland, settled in Detmold on October 21.

Here, he wrote many of his early compositions, including the Hungarian influenced

Piano Concerto, op. 15, the Variations on a Theme by Handel (containing passages of

"Hungarian" flavour) and the two piano quartets, opp. 25 and 26.
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One might naturally suppose that this Rondo [alla Zingarese], and the

scarcely less Hungarianfinale of the sister quartet [op. 26], were the first

fmits of Brahms' contact with Vienna and its gypsy-bands.48

21

Brahms's next position after leaving Detmold was as conductor of the Singakademie

in Vienna. Upon resignation from this position, he made concert tours in November of 1865.

After peIforming his Piano Concerto, op. 15 in Karlsruhe, he gave concerts in Basel, ZUrich,

and Winterthur, Switzerland, then back to Karlsruhe for the first peIformance of his Horn

Trio at the beginning of December. Then he moved his tour northward to Mannheim,

Cologne, Oldenburg, and finally Hamburg.

In the spring of 1866 Brahms took up residence in ZUrich where he met another lifelong

friend, the surgeon Theodor Billroth with whom he played chamber music and to whom he

later dedicated his op. 51 quartets. Here he accomplished much in composition, including

the creation of a work which was to bring him much success - The German Requiem. He

returned to Vienna in November 1866 and gave concerts there the following March and April.

His next tour, also in 1867, took him to Hungary (Pressburg and Pest) for the first time, giving

concerts there on December 7 and 10. This trip was very important to Brahms, for he had

longed to hear Hungarian gypsies on Hungarian soil ever since his tour with Remenyi in 1853.

Isabelle Emerson, in her article "Brahms in Budapest: Concerts of 1867 and 1869" states:

In the fall of 1867 Brahms and Joachim undertook a concert tour that included

Vienna, Graz, Klagenfurt, and Pest (Buda and Pest were at this time two cities

facing each other across the Danube~ in 1873, Buda, Pest, and Obuda merged

to become Budapest)..... with the exception of Paganini and Liszt, no other

artist arouses such excitement among the [Hungarian] public.49

48. Schauffler, The Unknown Brafuns , p. 392. While the op. 25 quartet is clearly Hungarian influenced, it is
questionable whether the op. 26 is so influenced. Note that Schauffler neglects to mention Remenyi and
Joachim as possible sources for Brahms's Hungarian style.

49. Emerson, "Brahms in Budapest Concerts of 1867 and 1869" in The PialW Quarterly, p. 30.
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1. Hamburg (1833-53)

5. Hanover (1853)

9. Mehlem (1853)

13. Kiel (1855)

17. Munster (1862)

21. Basel (1865)

25. Cologne (1865)

29. Graz (1867)

2. Ltineburg (1853)

6. Weimar (1853)

10. DUsseldorf (1853)

14. Bremen (1855)

18. Vienna (1862)

22. ZUrich (1865)

26. Pressburg (1867)

30. Klangenfurt (1867)

3. Winsen (1853) 4. Celie (1853)

7. Gottingen (1853) 8. Rhine

11. Leipzig (1853) 12. Mainz (1854)

15. Berlin (1856) 16. Detmold (1856-59)

19. Oldenburg (1863) 20. Karlsruhe (1863)

23. Winterthur (1865) 24. Mannheim (1865)

27. Pest (1867) 28. Danube

fig. 1 : Brahms's travels, 1853-67
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From January to April 1868 Brahms was back in Hamburg, rehearsing his Requiem in

Bremen and giving a concert in Oldenburg.50 Permanently fixed in Vienna from this point,

the composer's years of steady travel as a professional musician had come to a close.

GE~IAN,AUSTRIAN, HUNGARIAN POLITICS (1848-1867)

Though Johannes Brahms travelled extensively in the first half ofhis life, his visits took

him almost exclusively to German-speaking territories. Austria was a leading power, with

the government situated in Vienna.

In the vast Austrian empire a welter of different races - Italians, Czechs,

Magyars, Slavs and many others - found themselves the subject of a

German house and its mainly German ministers.51

A primary aim of the Germany of the nineteenth century was to gain national unity. In

Hungary, Transylvania, Rumania and the Balkans, however, the goal was to win independ-

ence from foreign domination.

Yet the general pattern which emerged allover Europe was the hardening of

the idea of the nation state - a political system in which the great majority

of the citizens were of one race, sharing a common language and living in a

geographically unbroken territory.52

This was the idea which spurred the 1848 War of Independence in Hungary. Because

the Hungarian people wanted to liberate themselves from Hapsburg rule, revolution was

SO. Niemann, Brahms, pp. 28-98.

51. "The 19th century: historical background" in The Larousse Encyclopedia ojMusic, edited by Geoffrey
Hindley (London: The Hamlyn Publishing Group, 1971), p. 247.

52. Ibid.
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inevitable. The politician Lajos Kossuth led a new party, beginning in January 1847.

Kossuth demanded a constitution for the Austrian hereditary provinces.

This contributed to the outbreak of the revolution in Vienna, followed two

days later by Pest.53

24

For a few months the laws were changed and Hungarians were able to own land as well as

to vote. In September, 1848, the hope of Kossuth and his followers for an independent state

was thwarted by the Austrian government. BaronJelacic marched on Hungary and appointed

military commissioners to administer the country. For ten months Hungary fought its War

of Independence, believing it had won in April 1849 by declaring independence. However,

Tsar Nicholas I of Russia intervened on the side of Austria and the balance of power was no

longer equal. Kossuth handed over his authority to General Arthur Gargey and the General

surrendered to the Austrian army. Hungary was broken into provinces and integrated with

the Austrian Empire until the Compromise of 1867. In this Compromise, which took effect

in May of that year, Hungary had to

...recognize the existence of the Empire as a primary objective, the uphold

ing of rights of the sovereign and giving up some of the sovereignty Hun

gary had won in 1848.54

For anyone involved with revolutionary activities, the years between 1849 and 1867

meant exile from Hungary (recall Remenyi). Many gypsies fled the area as well and

travelled through Austria and Germany on their way to a safer place. Since gypsy musicians

were among those leaving Hungary, it is quite likely that during this time they could be heard

in the streets of many towns and cities, especially Vienna.

53. Gabor Pajkossy, "'Liberty and Democracy for My Country' - Lajos Kossuth" in The New HUlZgarian

Quarterly (Spring 1994), p. 142.

54. Ibid., p. 146.
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Mter being defeated by Prussia in 1867, Austria had to relinquish some of its control

over its neighbour and Emperor Franz Josef was crowned King of Hungary. The birth of

the Austro-Hungarian empire marked the beginning of the Hungarian people's fight to rule

their own country.55 With the subsequent pairing of Vienna and Pest as dual capitals, the

cities shared much in common, not only politically, but also musically' and culturally.

Brahms's experience of "Hungarian" music would have increased tremendously once he

had moved permanently to Vienna. Since the cities are fairly close to each other, the gypsy

musicians would have wandered freely between the cities, entertaining and making money

wherever they went. It is well known that Brahms ate in restaurants daily, and it is likely that

some of these restaurants employed gypsy bands to entertain their customers. The composer

would have been surrounded by the characteristic music so closely associated with Hungary.

SUM}fiNG UP THE INFLUENCES

It is clear that of possible Hungarian influences, Remenyi and Joachim left the greatest

mark OIl Brahms in his early years. Remenyi played to the young composer's passionate

nature, helping him to realize and express the "Hungarian" within himself. Joachim affected

Brahms's conservative and academic side, teaching him, collaborating with him, and yet

giving advice for "Hungarianisms".

Uszt may also have had a role in this aspect of Brahms's compositional style, since he

was a prominent figure in the musical world and Brahms was an impressionable young man

at the time that they met. Brahms probably heard.some of Liszt' s Hungarian Rhapsodies and

even though they are very different from Brahms's Hungarian Dances, the idea of imitating

Hungarian gypsy bands on the piano was common to both composers. The other composers

55. Hindley, The Larousse Encyclopedia ofMusic, p. 247.
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whom Brahms met at the Altenburg probably had a lesser effect on him since they were

students and did not incorporate this favourite Hungarian idiom of their teacher.

Since Johannes Brahms did not spend much time in Hungary, it is unlikely that he heard

either Hungarian peasant music or even the gypsies in their chosen environment. In fact, he

expressed to Clara Schumann in a letter (February 26, 1856) that he longed to experience the

Hungarian gypsies.

I was delighted with your letter which I received today and to learn that you

heard the gypsies playing. I have often wanted to hear them..... There is

plenty of work to be done there, [Hungarian Dances] remembering and

jotting down the melodies. I am longing to know what you think of the

gypsies and the Hungarians and to hear your comments on them. They are

a very strange race but I was never able to learn very much about them from

Remenyi. He is such a dreadfulliar.56

But the political events of the day, and the dispersion of Ithe gypsies through most European

countries, enabled Brahms to hear gypsy bands in Germany, Austria, and perhaps even

Switzerland.57 To what extent he had contact with their music has not been recorded, but

judging by the style of imitation in his Hungarian Dances, he must have had at least some

experience of these musicians and their performances.

* * *

56. Marguerite and Jean Alley, A Passionate Friendship: Clara Schumann and BraJuns, translated by M. Savill
(London: Staples, 1956), p. 53.

57. John B. Mclaughlin, Gypsy lifestyles (Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath and Company, 1980), p. 3.



FROM FOLK MUSIC TO SA,LON MUSIC...

Fascination with the styles and characteristics of Hungarian music was not limited to

one or two composers of well-established reputation. In searching for parallels and

precedents for Brahms's stylistic Hungarianisms, a more comprehensive picture should

emerge as we investigate the general trend toward the combination of German and Hungarian

musical characteristics - a trend that was prevalent in the work of many minor German and

Hungarian composers throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. It should be

reiterated however, that there is not one single Hungarian music, but rather several distinct

musics from diverse sources. These include: folk music, salon music and two styles of gypsy

music. The distinctions were, and often still are, rather ambiguous.

Paul Edson, in his dissertation, "Folk Music Styles in East Central Europe" (1974),

begins with a broad history ofwhat is generally thought of, in classical music, as "Hungarian"

style. For him, Joseph Haydn's "Rondo all' ongarese" from the Trio in G, Hob. XV: 25,

27
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written in 1795, marks the beginning of this history.

fig. 1 : Haydn, Trio in G. "Rondo all' ongarese"
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The final movement of this trio contains many characteristics associated with "Hungarian"

music, such as syncopations, pyrotechnical displays on the violin and idiomatic figures from

the gypsy scale (raised fourth in the minor key). These features will be discussed in Chapter

IV.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century only two of the four Hungarian music

categories were recognized as incorporating elements of Hungarian music: dance and popular

"art" music. This lattercategory includes "all themelodies writtenfor the leisured classes"1 and

matches the terminology ofothermusicologists, notablyBelaBartok. According to Edson, "art

music" had two aspects: a local influence and an international influence.2 For composers like

Haydn, the international style was the basis of compositional technique which needed "flashes

of exotica" for variety, an occasional splash of local colour and form. Eighteenth-century

composers invented standardformulre for use in composition to suggest distant lands, far-away

places such as Turkey, Spain, Hungary, Persia, America or China. Depending on one's per

spective, music with such an influence was considered either exotic by foreigners, or popular

art music by the natives.

1. Paul Douglas Edson, "Folk Music Styles in East Central Europe" (Ph.D. dissertation. Indiana University,
1974), p. 20.

2. Ibid., p.21.
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Around the tum ofthe nineteenth century, Hungarian folk music penetrated the popular

"art" music of the day. To villagefolk dances were added the new national dances, such as the

csdrdas, which dates from about 1830. Even before then,

Not only did the Gypsies lead the way in great processions and other cel

ebrations, but they were even invited to lead armies into battle, violins in

front. At the end of the 18th century they made a speciality of playing the

verbunkos, the famous dance of the recruiting-sergeants [see page 43] with

which these sergeants embellished their delicate undertaking.3

The gypsy musicians therefore contributed to the spread of this new music, performing first

in the towns and eventually in the countryside as well. The rise of gypsy bands affected the

popularity of instrumental folk music more than folksong, which remained intact until about

1875, when a new style of folksong (as described by Bartok) was developed.4

In giving an account of the history of Hungarian music, Ferenc Liszt must not be

neglected, even though it has long since been recognized that he made grave errors in his book

Des Bohemiens etde leur musique en hongrie (1859). Liszt assumednot only that the gypsies

played authentic Hungarian music but also that they composed it, not realizing that what was

sung and played by the peasants outside the cities was something quite different, a music with

a longer tradition and one of greater national authenticity. He also ascribed the melodies that

the gypsy musicians borrowed from "popular" composers of the day to the performers

themselves. In Liszt's defence, however, it should be added that he was not alone in this

assumption.

'What other experience had he had in this connection? He knew that the

Hungarian nobility everywhere was catered for musically only by gipsies,

3. Jean-Paul Clebert, The Gypsies, translated by Charles Duff (London: Vista Books, 1963), p. 110.

4. Edson, "Folk Music Styles in East Central Europe", p. 23.
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who moreover showed surprising musical ability. The things in their pro

grammes that were of art music origin were probably not in print; thus, as

far as these were concerned, he had no material evidence or could only have

obtained such data by means of exhaustive research.5

30

As Bart6k points out, Liszt should be admired for writing and publishing a book which he

knew might offend some of his own people.6 Real folk music was rarely known more widely

than its area of origin, whereas the gypsies collected ideas for their music from diverse

sources (including folk music) and performed them wherever they travelled.7

FOLK MUSIC

Early in the twentieth century, BelaBartok and Zoltan Kodaly explored Hungarian folk

music - research that is still respected in the field of musicology, even with the hindsight

of half a century. Folk music, then, as dermed by Bartok,

...in its wider sense, contains melodies - those popular both now and in the

past among the peasantry inhabiting a given geographical region - which

:are a spontaneous expression of the people's musical instinct. In its more

restricted sense, folk music is a separate type of melodic creativity which,

by reason of its being a part of the peasant environment, reflects a certain

uniform emotional pattern and has its own specific style.8

By peasants, Bartok means the people who produce prime requisites and materials,

...whose need for expression - physical and mental - is more or less

satisfied either with forms of expression corresponding to [their] own

5. BelaBart6k, Be1a BartOkEssays, edited by Benjamin Suchaff (New Yark: St. Martin's Press, 1976), p. 5fJ7.

6. Ibid., p. 508.

7. Searle, The Music ofliszt, p. 44.

8. Bart6k, Be1aBarwk Essays, p. 3.
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tradition or with those which - although originating in another culture 

have been instinctively altered to suit [their] own outlook and dispostion.9

31

This perspective on folk music in general applies also to peasant music as a branch of

folk music. Folk-style melodies composed by urban musicians can be considered another

sub-division in the class of folk music

...if these are sung not by individuals but by the peasant majority for a more

or less extended period of time. As a result of their dissemination in both

time and space, these melodies undergo various changes and begin to

branch out in variations. If the modifications, remaining under the influ

ence of foreign elements, follow a uniform pattern and direction and prove

to be long-lasting, then they give rise to series of melodies which already

represent a certain uniformity of style; in other words, there is born in this

way music having clean-cut characteristics of folk: creativity.1O

By this defInition, the semi-learnedtunes composed by amateurmusicians are not pure enough

to be valuable as genuine folk: music, and .....truefolk: music is always distinguishedby absolute

purity of style."ll This rather subjective analysis is diffIcult to accept since we have no

measurementof"purity ofstyle"? Bartokis philosophical on this point, expressing the idea that

folk music in its truest form is of the highest order because it is honest in its brevity ofform and

simplicity of means, untainted by academically learned musical patterns or structures.

Although Bartok's approach to folk music has a tendency toward cultural purism and

"a degree of scorn for acculturated material"12, Bruno Nettl considers Bartok to be "the leader

of a school of Hungarian and other eastern European folk music scholars"Y

9. Ibid., p. 6.

10. Bart6k, BeLa BartOk Essays, p. 3.

11. Ibid., p. 4.

12. Bruno Nettl, Theory and Method in Ethnomusicology (London: Collier-Macmillan Limited), 1964, p. 41.

13. Ibid.
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History of Hungarian Folk Music

32

Folk music in Hungary can be traced back to the ninth century or earlier, before people

made pennanent settlements in the area south of the Danube River. The Hungarians came

from the east and had contacts with many different groups, including the Turks, and their

musical traditions are therefore partly based on relations with Middle-Eastern peoples. Later

these Hungarians were influenced by Christian traditions (1000 A.D.) which also had a great

effect on their musical development. Previous to the nineteenth century, very little had been

written about Hungarian folksong. There exist several printed collections of religious hymns

from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, some Hungarian, some of other, diverse origins

as well as some folksongs notated by students in the late eighteenth century. The earliest

collection of Hungarian folk tunes, consisting of 450 songs, dates from 1813 and was

compiled by Pal6czi Horvath. This collection included popular Hungarian songs from the

period, some of his own compositions, as well as many songs from the previous centuries.14

The nineteenth century saw an upsurge of interest in the collection and printing of

Hungarian folksongs. The results of this new-found interest were various. Karoly Szini's

A magyar nep dalai es dallamai ('Songs and tunes of the Hungarian folk') of 1865 is a

valuable source because the two hundred melodies are written as they were sung - in a

monophonic style, with no accompaniment, although only the pitch is accurately notated.

The notation probably only estimates the way in which these songs were sung with regard to

rhythm and there is little indication as to articulation or expression.

14. Balint Sarosi, "Hungary, II. Folk music" in The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians, edited by
Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), VIII, p. 803.
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Kes sze- ke- res, nagy sze- ke- res, Mind meg-

isz- sza a mit ke- res:

t S· jtF. $1
Mig a va- sar-

ra 0- da jar, A pen- zi- nek ve- gi- re jar.

fig. :2 : "Kes szekeres... " from A magyar nep dalai es dallamai

In the twenty-three years between 1873 and 1896, Istvan Bartalus published Magyar

nepdalok: egyetemes gyujtemeny ('Hungarian folksongs: a universal collection'), seven

volumes containing Hungarian songs of various origin. The largest collection from that

period, it consists of730 melodies, peasant tunes and popular songs by known composers of

the day, with an added piano accompaniment. Based in Pest, Bartalus travelled into rural

areas of Hungary, collecting songs from many different sources.IS His contact with the

Magyars (Hungarian natives) gave him access to a more genuine experience of Hungarian

folksong, an opportunity which would not have been available to Johannes Brahms.

Although the majority were "popular" songs, some 400 were real folksongs. Bela Vik:ir, the

next ma~or contributor to Hungarian music research, used the newly-invented recording

equipment for his projects. He worked from 1898 to 1910, spurring Bela Bartok and Zoltan

Kodaly to follow his example of recording and transcribing. Although post-dating Brahms's

first contact with Hungarian music by more than half a century, this work remains an

invaluable source of informed research on one aspect of Hungarian music.

15. sarosi, "Hungary, II. Folk music" in TIre New Grove Dictionary, VIII, p. 803.
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Tonality, Rhythm and Form in Hungarian Folk Music

34

A general outline of the tonality ofvocal music shows that the simple fonns (children's

songs and some ritual songs) are based on a hexachord with two-note, three-note, tetrachordal

and pentatonic melodies as other common findings, although the latter are not used in

children's songs16
:

Em- re cse- me- re, Ki- ko- to- zott

a hegy- re, Disz- ny6 sza- nit meg- et- teo

fig. 3 : Hungarian children's song based on three notes

(the cross note-heads denote speech inflections ralther than exact pitches)

The rhythm of Hungarian folksong is most often based on natural speech inflections,

especially j)J, which is reminiscent of many words which start on a short, accented syllable.

Most commonly the metre is 214 and the motifs are repeated"and varied according to the

actions of the song. The lament, a mourning song perfonned by adult females, is the only

improvised Hungarian folksong. 17 This song is executed in a recitative manner, spanning an

interval of a ninth or tenth:

16. Ibid., p. 804.

17. 8arosi, "Hungary, ll. Folk music" in The New Grove Dictionary, VIII, p. 804.
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poco rubato
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Az hoI en el- me- gyek, Meg az fak es S1r- nak,

Gyen- ge ja- ga- i- rol Le- ve- lek le- hull- nak

fig. 4: lament, "Az hoI en elmegyek" ('Where I pass')

Pentatonicism has affected the development of laments, causing even modal melodies to

contain pentatonic sentences (the second line offigure 4 shows pentatonic characteristics). 18

Other Hungarian folksongs tend to be in strophic form, mostly with four-line stanzas.

Traditionally these peasant songs are all monophonic and are sung with a somewhat harsh

voice in a high register.

Bartok distinguished two main styles of Hungarian folksong, the 'old' and

the 'new'. These are distinguished according to formal criteria... 19

In the'old style' , the most distinctive features are the anhemitonic (without semitones)

pentatonic scale and a descending melodic structure. Usually the second half of this melody

is a repetition of the first half transposed a fifth 10wer2°:

18. Ibid.

19. sarosi, "Hungary, II. Folk music" in The New Grove Dictionary, VIII, p. 805.

20. Ibid.
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parlando

Fe- ke- te fold ter- ml a j6 bu-

su- rti er- do ne- ve- Ii a be-

Sii- rti er- do du- vad- nak la- ka-

Szep csar- das ne gon- dot vi- seA ra-
fig.5: 'old style' folksong

Although ornamentation is uncommon in this style, aparlando rhythm (1'J- derivedfrom

a typical metric feature of the Hungarian language; see page 34) with a steady tempo is a

constant feature21 :

/;

~ t I

ka- dat,

p "! ~ I
10k.~-e

A te mu-zsi-

ztisttel, Mindennel szol-Arany nyal, e-

Huzd ra ci- gany, huzd ra

parlando

~ ~~/;m~r'~

fig. 6 : parlando rhythms in a Hungarian folksong

21. Bart6k, The Hungarian Folk Song, edited by Benjamin Suchoff, translated by M.D. Calvocoressi (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1981), p. 14.
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The structure based on the transposition by a fIfth has its roots in the early history of

Hungarian folksong. According to Du Yaxiong, this structure can be traced to Asian

origins.22 Hungary was in direct contact with oriental ethnic communities and bears this

musical connection to the East.

The magyarn6ta, or 'popular art song' , played an important role in the evolution of the

'new-style' folksong. This type of song was based on the major-minor system, and had great

impact on the folk music of Hungary from the mid-nineteenth century.13 These popular art

songs were written by composers of salon music and will be discussed later.

Instrumental music of the folk genre in nineteenth-century Hungary was mostly used

for dancing, but unlike the folk music of many other countries, was based on vocal melodies.

Monophony was the usual. texture, the only other pitch content being a drone accompaniment,

if one was used at alP4 Hungarian dance forms must be outlined in order to follow the

development of the musical structures.

The karuisztanc (swineherd) dance was the fIrst-known national dance:

J= 124

• r ~~~F~~~F~F~
rhythmic

accomp.:' LJ etc.

_JJ
fig. 7 : typical swineherd dance

Its rhythmic formula goes backto the sixteenth century and was considered to have originated

22. Du Yaxiong, "The Ancient Quint-construction in Hungarian Folksongs", Chinese Music, XV (1992),24
33.

23. Sarosi, "Hungary, II. Folk music" in The New Grove Dictionary, VIII, p. 807.

24. Ibid.
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with the shepherds. The Hajdu dance was a type of swineherd dance, using the same music

and was named for the Hungarian soldiers (hajdus) of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

who were recruited into the Hungarian militia from shepherds and other peasant boys. It was

a fast, whirling dance in which the dancer crouched down, legs together, then leaped up,

flinging his legs wide. The Hajdu was often danced with two sticks crossed on the ground

and later with swords, axes or hammers. The botoi6 (stick dance) is a derivative of the Hajdu

and was performed in the upperTisza region ofHungary in a duelling manner.2S These dances

were the predecessors of the verbunkos and the csdrdds (see page 43), the music ofwhich was

the basis for many pieces in Johannes Brahms's ·'Hungarian" style.

Brahms made use ofHungarian folksong characteristics, possibly without recognizing

them as such. His Variations on a Hungarian Song, op. 21, no. 2 contains a theme of

Hungarian folk origin.

-
_r~

fig. 8: Brahms, Variations on a Hungarian Song; theme

The theme was first sent to Joseph Joachim by Brahms in 1853 along with two other

Hungarian tunes as piano settings. These three melodies had been obtained from Remenyi

whose name also appeared on the manuscript.26 Compare the Hungarian Song used as the

theme in Brahms's op. 21, no. 2 to the Hungarian folksong '·Sarga csik6" ('Yellow foal').:?7

25. Sarosi, Folk Music: Hungarian Musical Idiom (Budapest: Corvina, 1986), pp. 158-159.

26. Malcolm MacDonald, Brahms (London: 1.M. Dent & Sons, 1990), p. 80.

27. Bart6k, The Hungarian Folk Song, #319, p. 304.
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VEt F eg F ~ F
Sar- ga csi- k6, csengo raj- ta, Varnon he- va

m r F ~, ~ t I
megytink raj- ta? Hu- zse- da- re hu- zse- dom.

fig. 9 : Hungarian folksong "S<irga csik6"

39

Similarities include the harmonic structure, the rhythmic motif, and above all, the melodic

contour. Perhaps Brahms employed this particular folksong in these Variations. He left no

indication of the origin or title of his source.

The lengthy final variation ofop, 21, no, 2 has some subtle folk influence in the D minor

section beginning at measure 124. The rhythmic figure in measures 126/7 and 13011 is

reminiscent of the parlando rhythm present in many folksongs in the Magyar language:

~tr"'''·'''''IV

fig. 10: Variations on a Hungarian Song; final variation, mm. 130-136

Brahms's arrangements entitled Hungarian Dances, though largely based on salon

music in the gypsy style, are not free from the influence of folk music. The second theme

of No. 10 is a folksong called "Meg as este j6 voltil" ('You were good and sweet at night').

Brahms embellished this song with features common to gypsy band music, such as grace

notes, off-beat accents, repeated notes and a verbunkos cadence (the last measure of figure

12; this cadence, which came to be recognized as ''Hungarian'' is derived from Hungary's

"national dance", the verbunkos. See page 43 for further explanation).
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J= 100

,~,

fig. 11 : "Meg as este j6 voltal"

fig. 12: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 10; first section

40

This melody was used by othercomposers in their "popular" songs; for exampleJ6zsefRiszner

(1824-1891) employed the tune in his Tolnai Lakadalmas ('Bridal Dance ofTolna')28:

~
fig. 13 : Riszner, Tolnai Iokadalmas

Hungarian Dance No.5 contains a theme which exists in Hungary's folk music

tradition as well. The main theme of this dance has for many years been accepted as being

based on a melody by Bela Keler (see Appendix), but according to Katalin Szerzo, that view

is no longer accepted by musicologists. Recent studies have shown that the piece may have

been composed by Ede Remenyi. However, the Vivace section is derived from a folksong

called "Uczu bizon megereit a kaka" ('My love is not blonde or brunette') which was

28. Katalin Szerzo, Johannes BraJuns: Ungarische Tiinzefiir Klavier zu vierHiinden - source publication and
commentaries, edited by Gabor Kovats (Budapest Editio Musica Budapest, 1990), p. IX.
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collected by Ignac Bognar in 185829:

Frissen

-

41

Uc zu bi zon megereit a ka- ka, a sze re tom ha nem szoke bar- na

holkabban Frissen

-~
csip- ke

holkabban

be- kor ga- la- go- nya vad be- kor,

Frissen

nem is le- any, ha a ha- ja nem 00- dor.

fig. 14: Hungarian folksong, "Uczu bizon megereit a kaka"

Vivace

if < < if «
te .......

~~~
-<::::::: -<::::::: -<::::::: -=::::::: . . . . <

~~~~
~ ....

-=C ~ -e<:::
fig. 15: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.5; middle section

Johannes Brahms's Piano Quartet in G minor, op. 25, which, as we will examine in

Chapter IV, shows the influence of Hungarian gypsy bands in its mordents, trills and grace

29. Szerzo, Johannes Brahms: Ungarische Tiinze fir Klavier zu vier Hiinden - source publication and
commentaries, edited by Gabor Kovats, p. VIII. It also exists in the folk repertoire as "Plirta., pcirta, feneette
parta" ('Wreath, wreath, accursed wreath') in a slightly altered version.
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notes, and also has elements of Hungarian folksong in its finale, "Rondo alla Zingarese". The

sixteenth-dotted eighth rhythm, a parlando rhythm, is often heard in Hungarian folksong.

Allo ......... ............!: 11

.........

'.. -..8"'"-----rr ------,
:!~ • Ie: ~

-
-

~I•. .
F1 _"...--

A llo

ff -

= -:
11 !,..

I

:> :>
11 ii ::
\,,; 11

.-
I

fig. 16: Brahms, Piano Quartet, op. 25; finale, MellO Presto

Thesamefeature ofHungarianfolksong isfound inBrabms's Trio in C major, op. 'i57. The

Andante con moto is a set offive variations on a simple theme in A minor. This theme is based

on parlando rhythm. According to Malcolm MacDonald, this is "probably intended to suggest

Hungarian'gypsy' music"30, but the rhythm was originally found in Hungarian folksong.

A ... 4· ... .~ .. f4:.' .. ..-:

t) ...... ...... .
··

I

A I - I ~, ~I I - I i'J r".1

t) .. .... • """....! TY --. .. """ C:.I:;j
~I ~ ~ 1\1

'"
~

..,;

·· ,
I.J I-

"""
-- :<i~

I-
:;j

fig. 17: Brahms, Trio, op. f!:7; Andante con moto

30. MacDonald, Brahms, p. 283.
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Replacing the sixteenth and seventeenth-century swineherd dances, the verbunkos

developed into the Hungarian national dance in the late eighteenth century. At first these

melodies were based on the swineherd songs and later incorporated material composed

specifically as verbunkos music. Originally this dance music was called Magyar, but by the end

of the eighteenth century, at the same time that gypsy bands were forming, it had become known

by its present name. The verbunkos is defined by John Weissmann in the New Grove as

A Hungarian dance deriving from the method of enlisting recruits during

the imperial wars of the 18th century. The most important part of the

proceedings was the dance, consisting of slow figures alternating with quick

ones, performed by about a dozen hussars led by their sergeant. The musi

cians, mostly gypsies, tried to render the accompanying music (usually

simple vocal folk-tunes) as impressively as possible, the improvised instru

mental accompaniment corresponding to the virtuosity of the recruiter's

dance. The ceremony died out after 1849 when the Austrian administration

imposed conscription, but the dance still survives.31

The word is derived from the German Werbung, meaning recruiting, because the army

consisted of German-speaking soldiers. The popularity of these improvised pieces was such

that composers of salon music began to include elements of them in their own works,

embellishing their melodies in the style of the gypsy musicians. By the last quarter of the

eighteenth century, the verbunkos had become a characteristic musical idiom and gained

fame as a Hungarian national style. This was largely due to the three violinists Janos Bihari,

Antal Gyorgy CseImak and Janos Lavotta, who developed the fOIm and often perfoImed such

pieces.32

31. John S. Weissmann, "Verbunkos" in The New Grove Dictionary, XIX, p. 629.

32. Ibid.
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Even though the music was often not written down, it followed a popular and standard

form. The early verbunkos were binary in form with two almost symmetrical phrases and

complementary cadences. Later the form was broadened into a ternary or da capo model.

Usually there was a slow introduction called the lassu which alternated with a fast section

called thefriss, ending with an ornamented coda, thefigura. In the middle there was often

a trio-like section, the dis:, and sometimes even a second, similar section._Charac~eristic of

.!..-~~bl!:f}kosmusic was the rhythmic figuration, displayed in dotted and tripletpatterns along

with syncopations, grace notes and trills.33

One of the most distinctive features of the verbunkos was a striking cadential pattern

which embellished the tonic note, delaying the final resolution:

fig. 18 : verbunkos cadential pattern

This cadence was usually performed in a more complex manner with either one or two

anacrucial notes (figure 19a) or, very commonly, with a grace note interposed between the

groups ofsixteenth notes (figure 19b). Rhythmically, the second group ofsixteenth notes was

often comprised of a dotted couplet (figure 19c):

fig. 19a: added anacrusis fig. 19b: added grace note fig. 19c: dotted couplet

Brahms used several variants of this verbunkos cadence in many of his works, especially in

his Hungarian Dances.

33. John S. Weissmann, "Verbunkos" in The New Grove DictionaJ'Y, XIX, p. 630.
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fig. :20 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.8; cadence in the middle section

~~', t P':11
fig. :21: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.5; cadence mm. 45-48

This cadence was such a nationalistic Hungarian fingerprint that to use it in a non-

Hungarian work (one with no obvious "Hungarianisms"), would seem out of place since

the listener, upon hearing it, would make the association with the verbunkos. Of course it

could be the composer's intention to recontextualize the cadence, a deliberate insertion of the

Hungarian element into another style of composition.34 It is surprising that Brahms inserts

the verbunkos c.adence in the Waltzes, op. 39,. No. 11.

34. Apparently, Ferenc Liszt once absent-mindedly changed an ending in Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata to the
"gypsy" cadence, suddenly inserting a taste of Hungary. Mason, Memories ofa Musical Life, p. 94.
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fig. 22: Brahms, Waltzes, op. 39, No. 11

Verbunkos melodies were typically very simple and rhythmic tunes, eminently suitable for

dancing with plenty of opportunity for imprOVisation and embellishment. The cadential

formula at the end of each phrase in this melody is a verbunkos cadence (recall figure 19b).

There is also use of a parlando rhythm (j) J.) throughout:

t I
• +

I'
fig. 23 : typical verbunkos melody from early 19th century35

35. Sarosi, Folk Music: Hungarian Musical Idiom, pp. 161-162. This sort of music was also used for the
csardds dance.
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The esdrdds grew out of the verbunkos in the middle of the nineteenth century and

employs a very similar musical form. It was, like the verbunkos, used originally for the

purpose of recruiting. The esdrdds, from the Hungarian word esdrda (tavern) is

...characterized by simple duple time, frequent syncopations and typical

cadential formulre, it is related to the quick (jriss) part of the mature, late

period verbunkos. The csdrdds retained its binary pattern at first, but later

became multipartite and eventually acquired a slow introduction. During

the 1850s its pace was considerably quickened, giving rise to fast (sebes)

and slow (lassu) variants of the dance.36

The esdrdds became the national "couple dance" in Hungary over a period of about thirty

years up to the War of Independence (1848-49). This dance played an important role in

the national independence movement during the early part of the nineteenth century.

During its development, it had many different names including: friss magyar (fast

Hungarian), bokor tane (bush dance), lakodalmas (wedding dance), szabalytalan magyar

(irregular Hungarian) and rogtonzott magyar (improvised Hungarian). By 1844 it was

widely known by its present name but was not accepted by everyone until after the War of

Independence.37 Brahms gives us an excellent original example of a csardds-style melody
-"""'~.""-'

in the nineteenth Hungarian Dance: The melodic and harmonic contour, particularly in the

third and fourth measures (figure 24), is typical of the csdrdds.

fig. 24: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 19~ Allegretto

36. Weissmann, "Csardas" in New Grove Dictionary, IV, p. 82.

37. Sarosi, Folk. Music: Hungarian Musical Idiom, pp. 161-163.
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The Oxford English Dictionary defines salon music as "light music for the drawing

room".38 This music, considered to be "popular" by most people, was composed in the second

half of the nineteenth century by Hungarian upper-class dilettante writers, city dwellers for

whom the local "country music" was beneath notice. Reciprocally, salon music was virtually

unknown to the peasants of the countryside. It usually consisted of monophonic melodies in

strophic form, melodies which were subjected to many changes in performance because

although published, few people ever consulted the score. Since accompaniments were

improvised, a large degree of variability in performance resulted.39 Balint Sarosi explains the

ambiguity between Hungarian folk, salon and gypsy band musics.

[Folk music] is generally distinguished from the stratum of melody created

in the nineteenth century (mainly in the'second half of the century) by

amateur composers which also spread largely in unwritten form: in contem

porary collections these songs were also called folksongs. The modern

specialist term for them is nepies dal ('popUlar art song') or magyam6ta

('Hungarian melody'). As gypsy bands led the way in popularizing them,

ilieyare also referred to as cig6.nyzene ('gypsy music').40

These "amateur composers" made tremendous use of the verbunkos and cstirdds in their

pieces, contributing to the distinctive national style. The greatest difference between salon

music and folk music is perhaps the authorship (known composers wrote salon music

whereas folk music emerged anonymously through the peasants), but salon music displays

elements ofWestem European art music, often in the harmonic structure, as well as features

of folk music, such as parlando rhythm:

38. Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971).

39. Bart6k, Essays, p. 5.

40. sarosi, "Hungary, II. Folk music" in The New Grove Dictionary, VIII, p. 803.
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Andante

fJl_
I~I-: c,,,-,"·~'----.. .......

fig. 25 : Egressy, "Ez a vilag"
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This mixture was highly appealing, especially to composers such as Chopin and Liszt.41

Brahms in particular was attracted by this music and, whether consciously or not, built a large

proportion of his compositional technique on features developed by the Hungarian middle-

class composers.

Hnngarian Middle-Class Composers of the Nineteenth Century

Antal Gyorgy Csermak (1774-1822) was one of the most important verbunkos

composers of the nineteenth century. Very early in the century, Csermak met a gypsy

violinist, J6szef Bihari, whose verbunkos compositions, as well as those of Janos Lavotta,

attracted Csermak to Hungarian national music. He published his first Hungarian pieces,

Romances ongroises and Magyar nemzeti tanczok, in 1804, and subsequently became a

famous verbunkos composer and interpreter.42

41. Bartok, Essays, p. 322.

42. Ferenc Bonis, "Csermak:, Antal Gyorgy" in The New Grove Dictionary, IV, pp. 82-83.
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fig. 26 : Csermak, Slow Magyar from Magyar n6tdk veszprim vdrmegyiyb6l; 1826

There are interesting stylistic parallels between Csermak's music and Brahms's

Hungarian Dances. Both composers employ grace notes, trills, turns and strong accents;

both composers employ the verbunkos cadence and elements of the gypsy scale - the

occidental harmonic minor with a raised fourth. Beginning as a lament, Brahms's seven-

teenth Hungarian Dance has an augmented second in its mournful melody, an interval

imported by the gypsies and commonly associated with "Hungarian" music. It is embellished

with many grace notes, mordents and turns.

fig. 27 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 17; Andantino

Immediately Brahms takes us into the Vivace non troppo section in the same key, representa-

tive of the lassu and friss sections of the cscirdds. It is loud and rhythmic with sudden piano

passages. There are rolled chords, grace notes, syncopations and at the end, repeated notes

in the lower part. Many of these techniques were shared with Hungarian composers like

Csermak.
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fig. :28: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 17; Vivace
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The slower, more lyrical grazioso section has a beautiful, lilting melody that is structured

around the pa:rlando rhythm (recall Hungarian folk music).

16zsefKossovits (1750-1819) was a Hungarian composer and cellist identified in the

Weiner allgemeine musikalische Zeitung as "an inexhaustible composer of Hungarian

dances"43. He served as a musician at the court of Menyhert Szulyovszky in Rak6cz until

1794. His employer was arrested for participating in the Jacobin uprising in Hungary, an

event which inspired Kossovits to compose his Slow Hungarian Dance, the last ofhis 12

danses hongroises pOUT le clavecin oupill1U!!orte which were published in Vienna at the tum

of the nineteenth century. This publication became one of the best-kriown dance works of

the verbunkos period.

~jbk~
~

fig. 29 : Kossovits, Slow Hungarian Dance

The melody of Kossovits's Slow Hungarian Dance shows an interesting cross-

reference with standard German musical ideas. The antecedent/consequent phrase

43. B6nis, "Kossovits, J6zsef' in The New Grove Dictionary, X, p. 215.
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structure has a common half-close on the dominant, but substitutes a verbunkos cadence

for the final full-close. The first cadence gives the melody a largely "non-Hungarian" sound

up to its final measure. It could equally well originate in Gennany, Poland or France.

Brahms likewise, in his Hungarian Dance No. 18 begins with a typical occidental melody

and does not show the "Hungarian" until the end of the second section. Here there is a

"semi-verbunkos " cadence, containing a simplification of the full verbunkos features with

similar contour and rhythm, preceded by a tritone in the tune.

-
fig. 30 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 18; opening

This Gennan musical influence was not exclusive to Kossovits. Many minor

composers of salon music attempted the marriage of verbunkos and Teutonic elements.

J6szef Ruzitska (1775-1823?) wrote Hungaro-Gennanic opera and Gyorgy Ruzitska

(1789-1869) was prolific both in a Gennan style of composition and in a more Hungarian

salon-style.44

Mark R6zsavolgyi (1789-1848) created another bridge in the diverse structures of

Hungarian music, moving from a salon style in his earlier work to a more pronounced gypsy

element in later compositions. In 1808, the young violinist moved from Prague to Pest,

where he gave a recital including some of his own Hungarian-style works. Between 1824

and 1831, eighteen verbunkos by R6zsavolgyi appeared in the Magyar natdk Veszprem

44. These two composers who share the family name "Ruzitska" were in fact not related.
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wirmegyebol ('Hungarian tunes from County Beszprem'), published by the Music Society

of the County of Beszprem in Balatonalmadi. R6zsavolgyi formed his own gypsy band

which played for Liszt on May 6, 1846. Liszt acquired material for his Hungarian

Rhapsodies from this performance, using R6zsavolgyi's melodies in Nos. 8, 12, and 13.45

R6zsavolgyi became known as the last master of the verbunkos and the first master of

the new cstirdds, the most popular genre of nineteenth-century music in Hungary. After

1830, the composer dedicated csardds to every great political occasion. He also became

known for his drawing-room and social dances and a cyclical, repetitive dance.46

fig. 31 : R6zsavolgyi, "Dreamy Dance" from the "First Hungarian Society Dance"

R6zsavolgyi was one of the fIrst csdrdds composers to make explicit use of parallel-

line melodies. This technique consists of two virtually identical voices moving in constant

similar motion. Neitherof the parts dominates the other. This much more romantic, lyrical

f0!ffi ofmusical expression was eminently suited to Brahms's developing harmonic style and

must have made an immediate appeal to him. He used Icomparable methods of filling out

themes in many of the Hungarian Dances. For example, the first dance in the second set (No.

11), a slow lament-like piece, is based on a simple harmonic pattern (I-IV-V) with many

embellishments - accents, mordents and grace notes. Of particular interest is the way that

Brahms constructs the whole melody in thirds and sixths, a parallel-line technique:

45. B6nis, "R6zsavolgyi, Mark" in the New Grove Dictionary, XVI, p. 289.

46. Ibid.
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fig. 32 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 11; opening melody
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The second theme provides an example in which the two voices should be viewed as

independent. Seen as harmonic blocks, the beginning of the theme has a repeated cross

relation between C# and Q. Seen as independent horizontal lines, the individual parts justify

this cross-relation.

~
Pdolce

fig. 33 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 11; middle section

Even the [mal cadence of this Hungarian Dance proceeds in parallel sixths:
~

n
~;~
,.~

fig. 34 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 11; final cadence

Brahms lived his youth in a musical climate propitious to the live performance of gypsy

compositions. Had this music remained in the realm of aural tradition we would now be

constrainedto speculationonthe techniques and structures thatthe gypsies employed. However,

a few of the minor composers of the period assembled useful collections of the melodies they

heard. IgmicRuzitska(1777-1833)wasafriendoftheverbunkosmusiciansBihariandCsermak

and often transcribed pieces played by Bihari on the violin, including the Rakoczy March.47

Perhaps his greatest contribution to the development of the style was the compilation of the

47. Igmic is not related to J6zsef Rusitzka and Gyorgy Ruzitska.
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Magyarru5tdk Veszprem wirmegyebol ('Hungarian tunes from County Veszprem'), a collection

of 135 Hungarian dances for piano by contemporary composers (including Ruzitskahimself).

This was the most important catalogue of verbunkos music in the early nineteenth century.

fig. 35 : Ruzitska, Farewell and Quick Magyar from Magyar N6tdk Veszprem Vdrmegyebol

Of more specific significance to the music of Brahms was the Hungarian conductor and

composer Bela Keler (1820-1882), whose original name was Albrecht Pal. In 1845 Keler

moved to Vienna and in 1854 he conducted an orchestra in Berlin. However, most of his

successful works were composed while he conducted in Wiesbaden, 1863-1870. Bela

Keler wrote fourteen csardas, including Bartfai emlek, op. 31, published in 1887 (see

Appendix). The melody is well-known from Brahms's fifth Hungarian Dance.48

fig. 36 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.5; opening melody

Ede Remenyi wrote three books of Hungarian melodies and csard.6.s for piano, a

violin concerto and many transcriptions for violin.49 i\lthough he was not a gypsy, many

people considered him to be one. In an interview, the violinist discussed Brahms's

Hungarian Dances, claiming that he was the composer of the seventh dance as well as

the first part of the third dance.50

48. Andrew Lamb, "Keler, Bela" in The New Grove Dictionary, IX, p. 850.

49. E. Heron-Allen, "Remenyi, Ede" in The New Grove Dictionary, XV, p. 734.

50. Kelly and Upton, Edouard Remerryi: Musician, litterateur, and Man, pp. 92-94. Remenyi also wrote
Trois Morceaux hongrois, Nagy hallgat6 magyar (ahaUgat6 is a "popular-style song for listening to"),
and Rtik6czy-induI6 zongorara.
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The following table gives a complete list of sources for Brahms's Hungarian Dances.51

No.1 "Isteni esard3s~ Miska Borz6 1848/59

No.2 (main part) "Emma Csard3s~ M6r Windt 1858
(Vivo) No. 18 of "FIfty Original

Folk- and Hungarian Songs~ collected by Igmk Bognar (1811-83)

No.3 (main part) Ede Remenyi (1828-98)
(Vivace) "Tolnai Lakadalmas" arr. by J6zsef Riszner (1824-91) 1847

No.4 (Poco Sostenuto "Kalocsi EmIek~ N. Merty 1865
and Vivace)

No.5 (main part) "Bartfay Emlek Csard3s" Bela Keler (1820-82)
(Vivace) No. 18 of "Filly Original

Folk- and Hungarian Songs" collected by Ignac Bognar

No.6 (main part) "R6zsa-Bokor Csardas~ trans. by Adolf Nittinger 1864-

No. 7 Ede Remenyi

No.8 "Luiza esardas~ Ignac Frank (1825-?) 1856

No.9 "One Hundred Hungarian
Folk Songs~ collected by Mihaly Fiiredi (1816-69)

and Ignac Bognar 1850

No. 10 "Tolnai Lakadalmas" arranged by J6zsef Riszner 1847

No. 11 Johannes Brahms

No. 12 (main part) "Az esztergomi dalardanak" Janos Nemeth (1836-1908)
(alias Bemer Szentimai)

(Poco meno presto) "Galg6cli em1ek, FrisS' Janos Palotisi 1862

No. 13 (main part) "Dalok zongora kfserettel" Laszl6 Zimay (1833-1900) 1864
(Vivace) "MagyarDal-album" J6zsefLeszler ; 1880

No. 14 Johannes Brahms

No. 15 (main part) "Abnind" Beni Egressy (1814-51)

No. 16 Johannes Brahms

No. 17 (Vivace) "Hej. az en szeret6m~ Kalman Simonffy (1831-88) 1854
(Meno presto) "Negy igen kedves Magyar" J6zsef Szerdahe1yi. (1804-51 ) 1843-44

No. 18 (main part) coil. by Fi.iredyand Bognar

No. 19 (Piu presto) "Elfogyotta nota. No. I" Ferenc Sark6zy (1820-97) 1853

No. 20 (main part) "Galg6czi emlek. Misterioso
zongor3.ra, No.2" Janos Palotasi 1862

(Vivace) "Kethonved dal es csard3s publ. by J6zsefTreichlinger (1807-TT)

No. 21 (Piii presto) "Helyre Kati~ arranged by Ferenc Herdy 1860s

51. Compiled from information in Szerz6', Johannes Brahms: Ungarische Tiinze Jilr Klavier zu vier Hiinden
- source publication and commentaries, edited by GaborKovats and in Bart6k, The HUlilgarian Folk Song.
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Many ofBrahms's Hungarian Dances were based on these kinds ofsalon compositions

and were not altered much from the originals. Compare, for example, the thirteenth dance

by Brahms with the popular art song upon which it was based. This song, "Edes rozsam.!",

was written by Laszlo Zimay (1833-1900), who was a pupil of Mihaly Mosonyi and was

>
~,

jJ r
le- lern;al- tal _hakeble- detH6

well-known as a song writer in the mid-nineteenth century.

~ >

_.~l~

Ma- gamat rnenny- or- szag- ban kep- ze- lern.

fig. 37: Zirnay, "Edes rozsam!"; part 2

fig. 38 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 13; opening

Brahms's Hnngarian Contemporaries

Although Johannes Brahms probably did not know many Hungarian composers, their

style affected his notion of the "Hungarian". In some cases, such as Kalman Simonffy, the

composer himself was the source for Brahms's music, even without Brahms knowing it. The

indirect impact of these composers, the general aura of influence that they had upon others

in the field of music, is considerable. Liszt often quoted them directly, although Brahms

himself made more oblique use of them.

Ferenc Erkel (1810-1893) was an opera composer and an outstanding conductor.

From 1822 to 1825 he lived in Pozsony, near Vienna, where he would have heard the popular
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Hungarian dance tunes by Bihari and J6zsefRuzitska's BelajUtasa ('Bela's fight') when he

attended operas and concerts. In his opera Hunyadi Laszl6, Hungarian verbunkos music

served a special function - identifying negative characters and delineating tragic or heroic

moments. In the overture to this opera, he used the gypsy scale (occidental harmonic minor

with a raised fourth), the choriambic rhythmic pattern (J; J), and the verbunkos cadence.

Erkel attempted to create his own Hungarian musical language, arranging the

Rcik6czi Song and March, using the verbunkos as thematic material:

;l3 llo • .llo. ~ .. ~ .llo.. -9- - ..1I... lit ~-- ~ IlL .1I......f"-

~~ .... .... I

ff t t~3 " t I- .....
- Ill... I'" \11---1 ~

I

fig. 39 : RJikOczi March arranged by Erkel (1840)

Through his Duo brillantfor violin and piano (1837), his Adagio for hom and piano

(1838) and his Variations for cello and piano (1839), the "Hungarian" national style was

heard outside Hungary for the first time. Even though the characteristics considered by Erkel

to be in the true Hungarian idiom did not in fact reflect a veritable Hungarian folk tradition,

he felt that his music represented his country's own peculiar style.52

The composer regarded as a pioneer of the Hungarian national popular song and

cs6:rdas in the first half of the nineteenth century was Beni Egressy (1814-51), who died at

the early age of thirty-seven, two years before Brahms toured as accompanist with Ede

Remenyi. Like the music of J6zsef Kossovits, J6szef Ruzitska and Gyorgy Ruzitska, his

music was written in the German Lied style with influences of the spiritual and secular song

traditions ofHungary as well as the Hungarian verbunkos. His setting of Vorosmarty's poem

52. "Erkel, Ferenc" in The New Grove Dictionary, VI, pp. 230-33.
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Sz6zat was regarded as Hungary's second national anthem and was later used by Liszt,

Mosonyi, Erkel, Volkmann, Dohminyi, KodaIy and Jeirdanyi, although Brahms himself never

transcribed or arranged the melody.

]i. m
Ha z.ad nak: ren- diilel- Ie niil Legy hi-ve, oh magyar! Bo!csoo az maj-

dan Sl- rod is, Melly a- pol el- ta- kar.

fig. 40 : Egressy's setting of Sz6zat

Many of Egressy's piano pieces are cstirdas, Hungarian folk tunes andfriss (fast)

dances.53 His song "Hej, Haj, Magyar Ember" ('Hey, Hey, Hungarian Man') was used both

by Liszt in his twelfth Hungarian Rhapsody and by Brahms as the opening theme in his

fIfteenth Hungarian Dance:
/'" ,...-..

I'~b ;
fig. 41 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 15; animato

fig. 42: Egressy, "Hej, Haj, Magyar Ember"

Mihaly Mosonyi, whose original name was Michael Brand, was born in

Boldogasszonyfalva, Hungary in 1815 and died in Pest in 1870. The fInale to his Second

53. B6ruis, "Egressy, Beni" in The New Grove Dictionary, VI, pp. 69-70.
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Symphony provides the first evidence of Hungarian idioms in his music. In 1856, Mosonyi

made the personal acquaintance of Liszt who affected him decisively. From about 1859, a

decade before Brahms's Hungarian Dances were published, Michael Brand wrote in the

Hungarian national style. As a tangible expression of his new musical personality, he

officially changed his name to Mihaly Mosonyi, from the Hungarian county ofMoson where

he was born. In creating his Hungarian style, he used the already extant melodies of the

verbunkos and csdrdds and worked to expand these into larger forms and to keep the musical

language consistent. For instance, his Gyas:. hangok Szechenyi Istvan halalara ('Funeral

music for Szechenyi') is based on a 'Hungarian ostinato', a collection of notes delineating

the characteristic intervals of the gypsy scale based on G:

I-

fig. 43a: the 'Hungarian ostinato' fig. 43b : Mosonyi, Gycisz hangok Szechenyi Istvan haUikira

This ostinato figure became an important part of Liszt's Hungarian Historical Portraits.

Mosonyi was also the first composer to use the cimbalom (which has long been a principal

instrument in gypsy bands, commonly called Hungary's national instrument54
) in a sym-

phonic work, Hodolat.55 Brahms was also fond of the sound of the cimbalom, imitating it

frequently in his "Hungarian" works (see page 79 for examples).

54. A Hungarian box zither, similar to the dulcimer with a chromatic range ofjust over three octaves; it is played
with two mallets wrapped in cotton wool.

55. B6nis, "Mosonyi, Mihaly" in The New Grove Dictionary, XII, p. 614.
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Success~ul among Mosonyi's Hungarian-style works were the solo piano pieces in

the sets entitled Magyar gyermekvilQ.g ('Hungarian Children's World') and Tanulmanyok

zongorara, a magyar zene eLOddstinak kepzesere ('Studies for Piano, for Development in

the Perfonnance of Hungarian Music'), written in 1859 and 1860 respectively. There are

various quotations in these pieces which reflect Mosonyi's obsession with Hungarian

national music. In the second and sixteenth pieces, the famous Rak6czi melody is stated and

in the fifth a "Kossuth" tune from the 1848-49 War ofIndependence can be heard. Liszt's

Hungarian Rhapsodies are referred to in the sixth piece of this set and in the tenth piece

Mosonyi used the verbunkos sty1e.56

The youngest of the influential composers ofnineteenth-century Hungary was Kalman

Simonffy (1831-1888). He was a self-taught musician who began to attract attention in the

mid-1850s with his songs for voice and piano. Within ten years he had become the most

popular Hungarian song composer. He subsequently founded a national academy of music.

His songs, to poems by Toth, SandorPetofi, Mihaly Vorosmarty and others,

are rich and many-faceted in their melodic invention and unquestionably

represent the highpoint of nineteenth-century Hungarian popular song.57

Simonffy's songs became known to the public mostly through perfonnances by choral

societies and gypsy bands, eventually becoming so generally known and widely perfonned

that they were thought of as folksongs. Johannes Brahms may indeed have assumed that he

had discovered a traditional Hungarian folksong when he first heard (probably through the

auspices of Remenyi) the song "Hej az en szeret5m" ('Hey, My Sweetheart'). However,

Brahms had been misled by Remenyi, or at least had made an incorrect assumption about the

origin of the song; Simonffy was in fact the composer of this melody, an authorship that has

56. DezsO Legany, CD notes for MiMly Mosorryi : Piano Works' Vol. 1 (Marco Polo, 8.223557), 1994.

57. "Simonffy, Kalman" in The New Grove Dictionary, XVII, p. 327.
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been forgotten since Brahms wrote his Hungarian Dance No. 17 :

62

fig. 44 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 17; Vivace

Besides writing music, Simonffy wrote numerous essays on Hungarian music, even daring

to debate publicly with Liszt on the subject.58

The name of Brahms has been nearly absent from these pages. However, these

Hungarian composers and their music, which surrounded Brahms, was a major source of his

own understanding. Although the names of these composers cannot all be directly associated

with Brahms, their compositional milieu is of central importance in a discussion of his usage

and comprehension of the "Hungarian". Composers such as Erkel and Mosonyi created a

musical field that was extensively reaped, not only by Hungarian musicians, but by musicians

of other nationalities as well.

* * *

58. Ibid., p. 328. The public debate was on the subject of Liszt's book, Des BoMmiens et de leur musique en
hongrie, which Simonffy found to be unforgivable. He wrote to Liszt and had the letter (as well as Liszt's
private reply) published in the Pest newspaper Pesti Nap16, stating that he would have nothing further to do
with Liszt because his book was "deceptive". Walker, Franz Liszt, Volume Two, pp. 385-387.



...ON TO THE GYPSIES

GYPSIES: THEIR ORIGIN AND mSTORY

Like the Hungarians, there is considerable uncertainty as to the origin of the gypsies.

Though they were originally thought to have come from Egypt (the name "gypsy" is derived

from the sixteenth-century word gipcyan, or ''Egyptian''), it is now generally accepted that

they originated in Northern India There is a connection with India through Romanes, the

language of the gypsies, which is of Aryan origin and is similar to Sanskrit. Because of their

language, gypsies are also called Romanies, and indeed call themselves "Roms", I an Indian

word which means person or gypsy man.:'

The various words in many languages used to describe gypsies have interesting

derivations. Cig&ry is in general use throughout Europe and is apparently from the Greek

expression Athinganoi, which means "untouchable". This word has connections with an

1. Charles King, Men o/the Road (London: Frederick Muller, Ltd., 1972), p. 10.

2. Balint Sarosi, Gypsy Music, translated by Fred Macnicol (Budapest: Corvina Press, 1978), p. 11.

63
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ancient religious sect from Asia Minor, the Melchizedekites, who could not be touched by

people outside the group. Likewise the poorest class ofIndians, the pariahs, from whom the

gypsies may have come, were (and still are) untouchable to those of a higher class. From

Athinganoi comes the name Atzigan, the word used in Turkey, the Balkans and in Rumania.3

The common term for gypsies, "Bohemians", is from the French Bohimiens since the

wandering race entered France from Bohemia.4 Such a background was regarded as highly

exotic in the nineteenth century and added to the aura of mystery and romance surrounding

the gypsies. To a member of the Western bourgeois like Brahms, their appeal was irresistible.

The Polish researcher Jan Kochanowski discovered evidence that before the gypsies

became wanderers, they lived in Northern India as a "unified people" where their main trade

was with animals and agriculture.5 The Diasporaof this race began betweenthe futh and tenth

centuries A.D. and continued for many centuries, with long stays in Persia, Turkey, Greece

and later in more northern territories.6 Along the way, they inherited musical traits from the

peoples of each country, integrating them into their own original style of music, but

It was only when they arrived on the Hungarian plains that the Gypsies

really achieved their reputation as virtuosi in tlris field.7

According to Balint Sarosi, the gypsies left their home in the Balkans around the end

of the fourteenth century, not as one large group but in several small groups. In 1412, they

were in Hamburg; in 1422, Bologna. England first saw the gypsies in 1500, Sweden in 1512

and Paris in 1527. In 1423 Sigismund of Luxembourg, who had succeeded his brother

3. SMosi, Gypsy Music, p. II.

4. Clebert, The Gypsies, pp. 42-47.

5. Sarosi, Gypsy Music, p. 12.

6. CIebert, The Gypsies, pp. 26-27.

7. Ibid., p. 109.
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Wenceslas as King of Hungary in 1419, assured the gypsies freedom of movement and self

government in that country. Wherever they went, the gypsies attracted mistrust and dislike.

All accounts state that the gypsies were "uncouth, black, dirty, barbaric people, primarily

excelling in thieving and deception"8.

In Hungary, there were many decrees from Maria Theresa (Empress of Austria and

Queen of Hungary) and her successor Joseph II, beginning in 1768, which attempted to make

the gypsies settle in houses rather than tents, work legitimately, dress themselves and their

children in peasant clothing and study religion. They were not to speak the gypsy language or

marry unless they could supportfuture children with a solidoccupation. Children under the age

of five were taken away from their gypsy parents to be brought up "correctly". These plans

failed for two reasons: the gypsies did notwant to change theirway oflife and the peasants did

not want to deal with the nomads.9 In the decree of 1782, it was stated that the gypsies

...should not cover themselves up in large sheets and cloaks, which serve as

hiding places for stolen objects [...] they should only practise music and

such-like when they have nothing to do in the fields. tO

Over the centuries different groups of gypsies emerged, each classified with its own

name. Hungarian gypsies belonged to one of two groups: the magyarcigany (Hungarian

gypsy) or the olahcigany (Wallachian gypsy). The musician gypsies came out of the first

group, those who lived amongst the magyars or peasants. The magyarcigany were less

troublesome to Joseph II because they lived within the culture of the Hungarians from an early

date and were more settled than the other group. Within these large groups, there were (and

still are) smaller tribes with their own chiefs. The olahcigany wandered with little regard for

8. sarosi, Gypsy Music, p. 13.

9. Konrad Bercovici, The Story a/the Gypsies (New York: Cosmopolitan Book Corporntion, 1928), pp. 90
93.

10. sarosi, Gypsy Music, p. 19.
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the boundaries of the countries through which they travelled. They also preserved their

traditions, including language, much better than the magyarcigdny.u

GYPSY MUSIC

In Romanes, the language of the gypsies, musicians are called lciutarii. 12 These

professional musicians (meaning that they made their money from performing) played what is

generally considered to be "'gypsy music", but which is in fact a combination of salon music

written by both lesser-known and internationally-known composers (such as Liszt and

Brahms) with the folk musics picked up on their travels. There is real gypsy music of the folk

kindjustas there is Hungarian peasant music and indeed music of the people in every country.

Antal Hermannwas thefirst to investigateHungarian gypsyfolk music atthe endoflastcentury,

but itwas notuntil 1940that this researchwas carried out with success. ImreandScindorCsenki

publishedninety-nine songs ofthe one thousand that they collected over a fIfteen-year period.

Andras Hajdu carried on the work of the Csenki brothers, adding four hundred tunes to the

collection, as well as analyzing and summarizing the information on these songs.

The melodies sung by gypsies in their own environment were independent from the

melodies which surrounded them in the countries through which they travelled. The

connection of these songs to India has so far not been proved, and there are differing opinions

on the connection between gypsy melodies and Hungarian peasant melodies. Both Antal

Hermann and Imre Csenki concluded from their research that gypsy songs were no more than

variants of Hungarian songs, but

11. Sarosi, Gypsy Music, pp. 20-21.

12. King, Men ofthe Road, p. 35.
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Andras Hajdu demonstrated that independently of the origin of the ele

ments, the way the loaned elements are used proves that a peculiar Gypsy

folk-song culture developed which radically differed from any other. 13

67

Some of the characteristics which distinguish these folksongs from the songs of other

ethnic groups have been outlined by Hajdu and put forv"ard in Sarosi's book Gypsy Music.

For the most part, gypsy folksongs were akin to Hungarian peasant songs and are unlike the

music played by the gypsy bands for entertaining the public. The essential difference is that

the gypsies' own songs were performed without instruments, whereas the music they played

for entertaining the public was largely instrumental, using violins, clarinets and cimbalom.

The only accompaniment they used for their folksongs was the stamping of feet or the

clicking of tongues. A sort of ostinato, perfonned with syllables and no text, has a partner

in Indian music, but no link with Hungarian folk music.14 Unlike the music commonly

associated with the gypsies, real gypsy folk music was relatively unembellished and melodic

ornamentation was rare in the music they composed and sang amongst themselves.15

A common occurrence in this music was the "rolling" of the words so that they were

merely syllables which had no meaning. In this, the gypsies imitated instrumental sounds.

The augmented second was a rare interval among the music created by the gypsies, even

though it was a standard feature in gypsy band performance.16

Hungarian gypsy folk music shares some features with Hungarian folk music. In

addressing this issue, Sarosi quotes Hajdu.:

In very fundamental respects because 'it is under the influence of Hungarian
forms that it has become what it is. '17

13. J6zsef Vekerdi, "Gypsy Folklore" in The New Hungarian Quarterly, IX, no. 30 (1968), p. 152.

14. Ibid.

15. sarosi, Gypsy Music, pp. 25-26.

16. Ibid.

17. Ibid., p. 33.
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The strophic structure of the gypsies' melodies, as well as the descending line, is character

istic of Hungarian folksong. 18 Gypsies used words from the Hungarian language in their

songs more than in their daily conversation,19 though the texts of their folksongs were always

subordinate to the melodies and rhythms. The texts that they did use were mostly translations

of Hungarian folksong texts, which they combined with other texts and varied extensively.20

Johannes Brahms gave the impression that he was interested in the folksongs of the

gypsies, by writing his Gypsy Songs, opp. 103 and 112. It is unlikely that Brahms

distinguished between Hungarian folksongs and gypsy folksongs, but more likely that he

equated gypsies with Hungarians. The original folksongs were probably not gypsy folk-

songs, even though the texts discuss gypsy lifestyle and music, since no research of the genre

was successfully carried out until 1940. Based on texts from a collection of "Hungarian

folksongs", translated by Hugo Comat, the Gypsy Songs, Ope 103 were originally written in

1887for vocal quartet and piano. Two years later, Brahms arranged eight of the eleven songs

for solo voice and piano.21 There is doubt as to the authenticity offolk origin in these songs,

and, while Brahms only occasionally looked at the folk melodies, he was determined to use

the translated Hungarian texts.22 This particular type of Hungarian influence on Brahms's

compositions is not found anywhere else.23 He mixedHungarian texts, albeit in German, with

a stylistic marriage of Hungarian and German music, making subtle reference to what he

considered to be "Hungarian" (imitations of gypsy band instruments and musical figures)

within a German context.

18. sarosi, "Gypsy music" in The New Grove Dictionary, Vll, p. 865.

19. Ibid.

20. Vekerdi, "Gypsy Folklore", p. 153.

21. Nos. 1-7 and 11 of the original.

22. MacDonald, BraJuns, p. 353.

23. In most of Brahms's other songs he was influenced by German folk melody rather than Hungarian.
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Some of the songs are about love, but many of them are about gypsies and Hungarian

music. The first of op. 103 is translated into English as follows:

Hey, gypsy, sound your strings!

Play the song of the faithless girl!

Make those strings sob, lament, grief stricken,

till scalding tears wet this cheek!

The fifth song speaks of the Hungarian national dance and instruments:

Swarthy lad leads into the dance

his lovely, blue-eyed miss;

kicks his spurs smartly;

Cs<irdas music strikes up.

Kisses and hugs his sweet little dove,

twirls her, leads her, shouts and leaps,

tosses three shiny silver florins

to make the cymbalom ring.24

Each song is in duple metre, the same used in the Hungarian csardds, and is in strophic

form. Because Brahms, like many other nineteenth-century composers, did not distinguish

between Hungarian "gypsy music" and Hungarian "folk music", he used his own "gypsy"

formula:: in these folksongs to make them sound Hungarian. He combined the texts with

many syncopated rhythms and grace notes to create the "Hungarian" sound, a style developed
\

and performed by the gypsy bands. These characteristics are associated with music

performed by the gypsies, but are largely absent from the music of the peasants.. S_udden

changes ofkey, dynamics and tempo as well as numerous accents are all typical of gypsy band

24. Patrick Mason, CD notes from Jan De Gaetani in Concert: Volume 2, Brahms, Zigezmerlieder, op. 103
(Bridge Records, BCD 9025, 1991).
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music. The tenth of the Gypsy Songs, op. 103 contains a clear reference to gypsy bands in

its imitation of the cirnbalom in the piano part.25
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fig. 1: Brahms, Gypsy Songs, op. 103, No. 10

Four years after composing the Gypsy Songs, Brahms once again used Hugo Conrat's

Hungarian texts for some of the vocal quartets that comprise the Six Vocal Quartets, op. 112.

After writing two songs to texts by Franz Kugler, he completed the set with four more Gypsy

Songs. In the first of these, Brahms again uses the tremolo figure in order to create the

impression of the cimbalom.
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fig.2: Brahms, Six Vocal Quartets, op. 112, No.3; mm. 29-32

25. See page 79 for an explanation of the various cimbalom figures.
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Interest in gypsy musicians and their music rose to a peak in 1849 after the War of

Independence. The perfonnances of the gypsies became known as representative of the

Hungarian regeneration movement.

In the middle of the [nineteenth] century Pest had become the centre in

gypsy music-making as well. The majority of gypsy musicians worth

anything attempted to come to the capital from the country.26

The first-known gypsy ensemble dates back almost a century earlier and was led by a

woman, Panna Czinka. She was the grand-daughter of Michel Varna, a famous gypsy

musician.27 Her group consisted of two violins (one playing kontra - an accompaniment

with a rhythmic "oom-pah" figure often played on the viola),28 a cimbalom and a bass.29 This

band was employed by a rich landowner who gave them a house in exchange for their musical

services at meal-time. Panna Czinka's husband, the bass player in the band, worked in a

smithery as well and she helped him with his work there. She became very famous for her

excellent violin skills - she even travelled as far as thirty kilometres away from her home

to play, an immense distance and a major undertaking in those days!30

Some sixty years before Johannes Brahms made it his home, Vienna was a major

centre of European musical life and was situated close enough to Hungary to be an

influence in the lives of the Hungarian people. Many gypsy bands originated in the north

part of Hungary (now the Slovak Republic), close to Vienna. The gypsies modelled their

26. S3r0si, Gypsy Music, p. 134.

27. CIebert, The Gypsies, p. 110.

28. Listen, for example, to the "animato" section which concludes Brahms's String Quintet in G major, op. Ill.
In the last measures of the piece, there is an impression ofan accelerando, for which Brahms scores the kontra
figure in the inner strings. This impression is one often conveyed by gypsy bands in their excited finales.

29. Bercovici, The Story o/the Gypsies, p. 99.

30. S3r0si, Gypsy Music, pp. 71-72.
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own groups on the Viennese serenade ensemble, a string group (typically violins, violas

and a bassline) together with a chordal instrument (harpsichord) and woodwinds (flutes and

clarinets), thus prefiguring the "gypsy band" that consisted of strings, cimbalom and

clarinet. Even though the gypsies imitated the Viennese sound, they adopted neither

Viennese harmonic structures nor indeed any ability to read music until much later.31

The earliest account of gypsies visiting Vienna dates from the 1780s, when a group of

Transylvanian gypsies first arrived in the city. There is a report about a group called Galanta

visiting Vienna in the edition of the Pressburger Zeitung dated March 13, 1784. This account

states that

...the Galanta gypsies are excellent musicians in Hungary, and, what is

more, they are also employable musical artists. They frequently take their

places in aristocratic orchestras, too, and never play without the music.

Apart from dance music they also perform concertos and symphonies.32

It would seem that this tribe of gypsy musicians was unique in its ability to read scores and

also was more thoroughly grounded in European musical culture. Apparently, gypsies

employed by aristocrats living in a feudal environment were trained so that they could play

whatever was required of them by the gentlemen they served.

By 1851, a large number of gypsy musicians in Hungary had settled in Pest, where they

could be gainfully employed for long periods. Nevertheless there were, according to an

article published in Holgyfutd:r on November 3, only three performing gypsy ensembles in

the town.

Gypsy music has come into fashion so much in our capital that at present

even three ensembles can scarcely cope with carrying out the demands of

the restaurant keepers.33

31. sarosi, Gypsy Music, p. 68.

32. Ibid.

33. Ibid., p. 75.
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Because the gypsy musicians entertained the people and made them feel nationalistic

after their defeat in the Revolution, the musicians found themselves welcome and even

honoured by the people of Hungary. They were supported in their studies and encouraged in

their careers. In the 185Os, some of the ensembles toured Hungary and later even performed

abroad. Frequently the gypsy bands would play not only in Europe (where Brahms certainly

heard them), but also in America and North Mrica. These foreign tours gave the musicians

a certain prestige in that they were considered to be spreading the good reputation of

Hungarian culture. When they returned to Hungary, they were often given large and

impressive homecoming celebrations.

Gypsy musicians were also influenced by composers who did not write verbunkos

melodies. Some even went to the Vienna Conservatory, though structured classes and

academic techniques were not suited to most. From their studies, they leamed Western

theories and techniques ofharmonization which was anew departure in terms of theirmusical

culture. These skills were not leamed from Hungarians, but rather from the German and

Czech musicians of the military bands. By the 1850s they were playing music which was far

removed from the original Hungarian melodies upon which they had based their repertoire.

They performed opera arrangements and medleys which were of German origin. This shows

that while the Germans (and other Western composers) imitated the "Hungarians" in their

works, the gypsies also imitated the Westerners in their performances. Once the gypsies had

assimilated these newly found skills, they were in demand for arranging, harmonizing and

teaching more difficult pieces to other musicians.34

One famous name linked with gypsy bands is the band leader Janos Bihari

(1764-1827). He was "the greatest prima of them all, the man who carried Tzigan

34. Sarosi, Gypsy Music, pp. 138-139.
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virtuosity to a pinnacle of artistic and em~tional perfection."35 Ervin Major has written

Bihari's biography, calling him

...the most important Hungarian· musician and the greatest Hungarian per

former during the fIrst decades of the nineteenth century. [...] The

verbunkos music becomes truly representative, national Hungarian music

under his hands [...]. His signifIcance is increased by the fact that he was

able to relate to Hungarian folk music, as is proved by his arrangements of

folksongs [...]; in this way, on the one hand, he brought the new art-music

style of the verbunkos closer to wider sections of the people, and, on the

other hand, he enriched that style with new and deeper elements. Besides

this it was Bihari who reached back into the traditions of the kurue period

[the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries] in his verbunkos

music and above all in his interpretations, and spread the music of this

"Hungarian heroic age" [...] with which he made a signifIcant contribution

towards the merging of the two kinds of musicall tradition into one single

national tradition in the minds of the public.36

Janos Bihari was well-known as a composer even though he did not know how to

employ music notation. Other musicians transcribed his music for him, writing simple

versions of pieces Bihari played in virtuosic fashion. Most of these compositions are

arrangements of popular songs and verbunkos melodies.

3 3

fig. 3 : Bihari, Hungarian dance or verbunkos, 1804

35. Pauline Saltzman, "Riddle of the Gypsy Fiddle" in Counterpoint (November, 1952), p. 24.

36. Sarosi, Gypsy Music, p. 76.
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The lautarii, professional musicians, did not play authentic gypsy music for the most

part. Most representative of their music was the verbunkos, the Hungarian recruiting music,

a musical tradition that the gypsies took as their own and developed.

Musically, the verbunkos tunes were rooted in the folk melodies of the Hungarian

peasants. These songs were transformed by the gypsies into dance music with fantasy-like

ornamentation and the frequent insertion ofthe interval which was so typical oftheir music, the

augmentedsecond.37 These transformations also included chromatic runs leading to thefrrstnote

ofthe melody. The melody itselfwas usually begunan eighth note before the accompaniment.38

The verbunkos was the basis of a spontaneous reform of musical language

by gypsy musicians who assimilated elements of contemporary European

music out of professional interest.39

In the nineteenth century, the works ofHaydn, Mozart and Beethoven were the epitome

of successful music, so the verbunkos composers attempted to assimilate these Teutonic

influences into their own Hungarian compositions. Bihari, Lavotta and Csermak: were

members of the group ofmusicians working to make theirnational music as great as the music

of Western Europe. Other verbunkos composers, such as Kossovits and Ruzitska, wanted to

make Hungarian music popUlar, and genuine Hungarian music, the folk music of the peasants,

was notconsidered to be useful for theirpurposes. Theythereforetumedto Westernartmusic.40

There is also something thought-provoking in that it was precisely during

the instrumental period enduring the greatest number of foreign elements,

37. Samsi, Gypsy Music, p. 96.

38. Ibid., p. 116.

39. Weissmann, "Verbunkos" in New Grove Dictionary,XlX, p. 630.

40. Samsi, Gypsy Music, p. 110.
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the period of the verbunkos, that the gypsy musicians were decidedly and in

large numbers able to be drawn into the Hungarian musical tradition. They,

who were themselves more or less foreign as far as this tradition was con

cerned, were able to take part more uninhibitedly in the trend which in the

end produced from these many kinds of music one unified style - the

verbunkos style of Hungarian music history.41
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Svanibor Pettan, in his Ph.D. dissertation, "Gypsy Music in Kosovo", cites the

common characteristics of gypsy music identified by scholars at an 1891 international

folklore congress in London.

1. Gypsy music for their own use is vocal and for the use of the other

communities, instrumental. 2. In Hungary, even songs in Romani are

based on Hungarian tunes. 3. Even borrowed melodies performed by the

different branches of the Gypsies have common features. 4. Gypsies, while

adopting foreign tunes, corrupt them, as they have recently done with old

Hungarian music.42

The congress's use of the word "corrupt" here is suspect. In using Hungarian folk. music as

the basis for their creativity, the gypsies w~re not exploiting or in any way destroying the

music of the Magyars. To modify musical ideas to one's own culture is not a corruption of

the original culture; was Brahms corrupting source melodies in writing his Hungarian

Dances? Have Liszt, Brahms, Rachmaninoff and Lutoslawski corrupted the ltalianate

Paganini with their variations on the twenty-fourth Caprice? The gypsies are supreme

masters of variation technique. As Gebert says,

To regard the gypsies as simple adapters, even though gifted with great

virtuosity, would therefore be unjust if one really considers that they found

41. Sarosi, Gypsy Music, p. 112.

42. Svanibor Hubert Pettan, "Gypsy Music in Kosovo: Interaction and Creativity" (Ph.D. dissertation.
University of Maryland, Baltimore. 1992). pp. 134-135.
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in the folklore of the Hungarian plains the musical elements which had

already struck the ears of their ancestors.43

Growth and evolution are hallmarks of the gypsies' art.

77

Pettan supports Sarosi' s contention that there is no single gypsy style - even in

Hungary. There is, however, music that the gypsies feel to be their own, particularly the folk

music sung by gypsies for their own entertainment, rather than the music played by gypsy

bands for the public. Interviewing many gypsies in Kosovo, Pettan discovered that most were

not concerned about the origin of their music; they felt that their fashion of playing was more

lively and that they simply took what they needed from many different sources.44

Pettan concluded that the lciutarii adapted tunes as the basis for their creativity. By

adopting the original music into their repertoire, gypsy musicians considered that it was

legitimate to change any feature of that music. They tended to translate lyrics into their own

language rather than to imitate something which they did not understand. By adapting, they

created a music which was no longer foreign to them. They modified all the major musical

parameters and the result was not just an imitation of someone else's work, but rather, an

entirely new realization of that piece of music. Variation is where the gypsies showed their

greatest creative abilities. They almost never repeated a section without altering it in some

way and each gypsy musician always created their own personal version of a work.45

43. Cl<~bert, The Gypsies, pp. 11-112.

44. Pettan, "Gypsy Music in Kosovo: Interaction and Creativity", pp. 136-138.

45. Ibid., pp. 238-240.
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How did the gypsies create their own versions of other people's music? What were the

characteristic features of their performances? Since no recordings of gypsies in the

nineteenth century are available, we can only refer to contemporaneous descriptions and

compare them to twentieth-century gypsy band performances. Such descriptions of gypsy

bands from the early twentieth century can in turn be compared to actual recordings from the

mid-twentieth century. Writings about the gypsies and their performances from the mid

nineteenth century tally with accounts from fifty years later; from this we can infer that gypsy

performance practice has not changed much in its technical elements in the period from 1858

(when Sandor Czeke published "Hungarian Music and the Gypsies") to 1970 (when Balint

Sarosi wrote Gypsy Music). We can therefore take recordings of gypsy bands as relevant

evidence of characteristics of the gypsy style.

The most original timbre in the gypsy band is that of the cimbalom, an instrument

strongly associated with Hungary's music. When composers attempt to imitate the gypsies

in their own works, imitating the sound of the cimbalom is an obvious necessity. The manner

in which the instrument is played (felt-headed mallets striking the strings) creates a

percussive sound which decays very rapidly. The only method for producing a continuous

sound is to repeatedly hit the strings either with one mallet or, for very fast repetition, with

two mallets, one in each hand. Two different effects can be achieved with this technique: (1)

two mallets alternately strike one string making a prolonged sound on the one note which is

to be emphasized either as accompaniment (figure 4) or as melody (figure 5); (2) each mallet

hits a different note, two notes which will form a static harmonic entity, a tremolo impression

(figure 6).
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fig. 4 : accompanimental repetition of notes
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fig. 5 : melodic repetition of notes fig. 6 : tremolo on two notes

Additionally, the cimbalom player can simulate chords with a rapid arpeggio figure, which in

piano technique would be termed a "rolled chord". This, and many other gypsy characteristics

were used by Johannes Brahms and are evident in a number of his works, both obviously and

subtly "Hungarian". The second theme of Brahms's Hungarian Dance No.2 is based on the

repeated-note melody figure as is the first Capriccio ofPiano Pieces, op. 116 and the Finale of

the Trio in C major, op. ffl. The tremolo effect is prevalent in many of Brahms's works,

particularly inpiano parts. The Hungarian Dances, ofcourse, contain numerous examples of

this type of cimbalom imitation. The fourteenth dance is the most typical:

fig. 7 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 14
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All four of the cimbalom effects previously described are employed in works of

Brahms in which "Hungarianisms" are not immediately apparent. Th~",~_l?;~?:t.e.El::D:()t~,}!l~~2~Y

can be heard in the Ballades, op. 10, as well as in the third movement of his Symphony No.

2 in D major:
. :> :>

fig. 8 : Brahms, Symphony No.2; third move.ment, Presto

Brahms, noted for his pervasive use of arpeggio-based melodies, gives us numerous

examples of the cimbalom arpeggiation figure in his compositions. All of Brahms's piano

works contain rolled chords, but not all of these remind the listener of Hungary's national

instrument. His Variations on a Theme by Handel, op. 24 includes, in Variation 13, a melody

harmonized insixthsaccompaniedbyrolled chords. It is embellishedwith turns and containsan

augmented second surrounded by semitones, amelodic characteristic derived from the gypsy

scale (to be discussedfurther in "Elements Derivedfrom the Gypsy Scale").
5

f

. fig. 9: Brahms, Variations on a Theme by Handel, op. 24; Variation 13

The figures typically used to imitate the cimbalomJrepeated notes, or broken

chord$) exist in much of the Western classical repertoire without any intention to imitate

Hungary's national instrument. How then can we identify when Brahms intentionally

attempting to convey the impression of a cimbalom? It will be instructive to compare

different uses of these figures within one piece. The Variations on a Theme ofPaganini, op.
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35 contains two significant passages, the ninth variation of Book 1, which employs a

continuously repeated-note figure, and the Finale of the same Book, which simulates the two

note repeating figure.

The ninth variation is a bold example of Brahms's forward-looking harmonic ideas, a

sliding effusion of chromatic scales and unexpected juxtapositions (figure 10). The role of

the repeated notes here is rhythmic and accompanimental. Rhythmic, in that the triplets move

against the duple beat of the chromatic voice; accompanimenta1 because the line has no

melodic function. At no point does the listener equate this music with a Hungarian influence.

The Presto, rna non troppo conclusion of this set of Variations presents a much simpler

harmonic pattern (figure 11). The chromaticisms are restricted, for the most part, to passing

dissonances that can be viewed "horizontally" as a subordinate relationship between

different contrapuntal strands. Thus the opening measures, with the startling combination

D#-D-E, is perceived as a consonant combination of two separate lines. What draws our

attention to the gypsy influence in this finale? It is not the individual elements, the

characteristics that may appear in a Hungarian-style composition, but rather a minimal

ensemble of clues that imply the influence. The gypsy scale (the occidental· harmonic minor

with a raised fourth) is implied from the first chord, a tonic-dominant oscillation in a minor,

and the inner voices hint at the idea of repeated notes. It is interesting that from measure nine

to measure sixteen, where the harmonic web becomes denser, this underlying feel of

"otherness" is lost.
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fig. 11 : Brahms, Variations on a Theme ofPagimini, op. 35; Book 1, Finale

Another instrument closely associated with gypsy music-making is the violin, or

"gypsy fiddle". Techniques employed in performing on the violin are ofa flamboyant nature,

since gypsies had to display a passionate and fiery personality in order to entertain their

audiences. The prirruis, or gypsy band leader, executed impressive and florid scalar passages

and "running melodies" based on a turn figure.*' In Brahms's Hungarian Dances there are

many examples of violinistic figurations. In the thirteenth dance, for instance, the Vivace

section contains a wild theme, resembling a chase, typical of gypsy embellishments on a

violin:

46. Recordings of gypsy bands from the early part of the twentieth century show that these "running melodies"
can be so wild that they become impossible to write with standanl. musical notation. They are truly a feature
of performance practice that cannot be reduced to well-tempered notes and binary rhythms.
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fig. 12: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 13; Vivace

It was not only in the obviously Hungarian works that Brahms had recourse to such

devices. From the early Piano Concerto No.1 to the late Clarinet Quintet, op. 115, Brahms

demonstrated his intimate knowledge of the gypsy ensemble, both in its composition and in

its performance tradition. He chose a chamber group, a clarinet quintet, which is well-suited

to displaying the gypsy band style. Like the gypsy ensemble, the group comprises clarinet,

violins, viola and cello, and displays the composer's combined mastery of Germanic and

Hungarian compositional techniques. The only "missing" instrument is the cimbalom, a

lacuna that Brahms remedies in the rococo slow movement with the string tremolos serving

as an accompaniment to the clarinet's flourishes which hint at the gypsy scale (note the

augmented second between B# and A):
66
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In his Waltzes, op. 39, Brahms surprises us again with some obvious and not so obvious

"Hungarianisms". Waltz No. 14 contains a brilliant scale in the middle of the second section,

an obvious imitation of an excited violinist:

fig. 14: Brahms, Waltzes, op. 39, No. 14

More subtly, an imitation of the violinist's bow can be used for tremendous dramatic

effect. The "gypsy swoop" - a phrase which is interrupted abruptly on a high note, the bow

being swept up and off the string, continuing with a strong down-bow - was a common

technique used for this purpose. The fourth of the Waltzes begins with such a figure. On the

first beat of the first full measure, the listener can well imagine the gypsy fiddler throwing

the bow upward with an extravagant gesture:
3 -'" ~ ~ ra • • ,......", I I
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fig. IS: Brahms, Waltzes, op. 39, No.4

This motion whereby the phrase is momentarily interrupted in its natural line by an upward

sweep, is transferred into a structural phenomenon in several of Brahms's works. The effect

is sometimes a clear "gypsyism", but is more often a subtle reminder of this influence.

Sometimes it is the upward sweep which is the indicator; sometimes it is the break which tells

the listener about the "Hungarianism". The orchestral opening of Brahms's Piano Concerto

No.1,op. 15 is a good example of the upward sweep phrase with its abrupt c::esura. The octave

displacement creates an impression of the "gypsy swoop". Compare the linear phrase of
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figure 16a with what Brahms actually wrote:
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fig. 100: Brahms, Piano Concerto No.1; variant fig. 16b: Brahms, Piano, Concerto No.1; opening

Such clear "Hungarianisms" will not be found in what are considered to be more Teutonic

works (notably the German Requiem or Symphony No.3 as well as the majority of his vocal

works), but they certainly left their imprint in the phrase-structure of Brahms's entire

reuvre. In the first movement of Symphony No.2, there is a dramatic upward sweep

spanning two octaves.
:> :>

~j .

fig. 17: Brahms, Symphony No.2; first movement, fourth theme

The Teutonic Symphony No.4 has fast scale passages in the violins which are abruptly broken

off in exactly the spirit of the gypsy violinist:

ffh
ff = =

fig. 18: Brahms, Symphony No.4; last movement, mm. 169-171

As with the cimbalom, repeated notes are also typical of the violin, although stemming

from a different technical source. A common motive consists of a two-note figure, given first

in its prime form, then in retrograde. The two notes are slurred in order to separate the similar

pitches. This figure is idiomatic to string playing in general. In Brahms's Waltzes, op. 39,

he uses this style of violin imitation at the opening of the sixth waltz:
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fig. 19: Brahms, Waltzes, op. 39, No.6; second section

Elements Derived from the Gypsy Scale
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It is an indication of the importance of pitch that a single change in a major scale - a

semitone shift - can radically alter our perception of the musical line. A flattened seventh

degree evokes harmonic instability (figure 20a); a flattened third degree takes us to the

opposite end of the Western musical spectrum, the melodic minor key (figure 20b).

fig. 20a : the dominant seventh

If G····· II.. . -
fig. 20b : the melodic minor scale

The major/minor distinction is so fundamental to the way we think about music, that other

arrangements oftones andsemitones areperceivedas "non-commonpractice" composition. We

could cite the whole-tone scale orthe octotonic scale, or, more pertinent to this study, the gypsy

scalewhich differs by a remarkably smalldegreefrom the hannonic minorscale. The gypsy scale

can also be tonicized on the fifth degree, giving a semitone between1and '2, ~ and~.

fig. 21a: the harmonic minor scale fig. 2Ib: the gypsy scale

Ii:. • • ,- • I, .. ,- . .

fig. 2Ie : the gypsy scale, tonicized on the fifth degree
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Just as the harmonic minor scale is characterized by the sound of its widest interval

(between gand 1), so the gypsy scale is memorable for the two augmented seconds (between

~ and.a, gand ~, a melodic interval commonly connected with Hungarian music.

Joseph Joachim employs this scale in his Hungarian Concerto, op. 11, written in 1858

and 1859. Tovey describes the opening as "typically Hungarian in its minor mode with raised

fourth, and also in its later cadences".47 A descending half-step to the tonic is also a common

feature of this work, a derivation of the gypsy scale tonicized on the fifth. The melodies are

singable and ornamented with many appoggiaturas, mordents, anticipations. turns and grace

notes, lending to the gypsy character of the work.

fig. 22 : Joachim, Hungarian Concerto; first movement, mm. 123-131

The interval of an augmented second, not originally extant in Hungarian folk music,

creates an impression of "otherness" in Western ears. Composers, in assimilating "Hungar-

ian" music, often employ the augmented second both melodically and harmonically. Brahms

is no exception. Compare these two melodies from the Sonata in A Major for violin and

plano:

47. Tovey, "Joseph Joachim, Hungarian Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, op. 11", in Brahms and His World,
p.155.
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3

3

3 3 3 3 3
fig. ::Ba: Brahms, Sonata in A, op. 100; first movement, mm. 138-140
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fig. 23b: Brahms, Sonata in A, op. 100; first movement, mm. 142-144

In the first example (the antecedent phrase of this eight-bar period) we find a melody based

on the notes of the harmonic minor scale, the F# (unaltered fourth degree in c# minor)

distinguishing it from the gypsy scale. In the second example (the consequent phrase) the

augmented fourth degree of the gypsy scale (the 0-=) is heard for the duration of a sixteenth

note - brief, but sufficient to imbue the measures with the colour of this scale. The opening

solo line in the Violin Concerto makes obvious use of the gypsy scale based on D, with an

augmented second between F and G#.

fig. 24: Brahms, Violin Concerto; opening solo
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In the Trio in C major, op. 'i!>l, the Finale's main theme contains an augmented second between

Bb and c# (measure 6) in combination with several other gypsy scale features - augmented

fourth (measure 2), diminished seventh chord (measures I and 2), and repeated notes:
II ~ ~

el
~ " ~
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fig. 25 ; Brahms, Trio in C major, op. '67; Finale

Within the gypsy scale there is a cluster of three notes spanning two semitones (notes

four, five and six) which is used melodically in the gypsy style of playing. Brahms makes

use of this aspect of the gypsy scale in both overt and subtle ways. Hungarian Dance No.

12 opens with this semitone motif, beginning with the expanded figure (minor third-

semitone in the first measure) and continuing with the semitone cluster (measure 2):

fig. 26 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 12; opening motif, upper voice

In Piano Concerto No.1 Brahms creates some enharmonic twists, moving from C#

minor to D minor, via the semitone figure of the gypsy scale. Initially, the gypsy scale is

implied because he writes Be-G#-A, oscillating with c#; the context is clearly defmed as

c# minor. By enharmonically redefming Be, the notes become atI-A, oscillating with C:#,

a harmonic context which is no longer c# minor, but the dominant seventh of D minor:
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fig. 27: Brahms, Piano Concerto No.1; last movement, mm. 23-28

c#:

The Violin Concerto, the finale of which is noted for its "Hungarian" character,

actually employs the gypsy scale in all three movements. The clearest example of the

semitone figure occurs in the final movement.

~
~.-... fJ'11l. z-...~~ ,'.r

I+II~. ~(~~:~
L..J '-'~ '-= ;.; .

fig. 28 : Brahms, Violin Concerto; third movement, mm. 136-141

Other examples of melodies based on the semitone figure are the contrasting second.theme

in the Rhapsody in G minor, op. 79, and the Trio in B major, op. 8, which begins its final

movement with a shifting, evasive semitone figure.

fig. 29 : Brahms, Rhapsody in G minor, op. 79, mm. 13-15

fig. 30 : Brahms, Trio in B major, op. 8, AHegro, mm. 1-5

Of greater significance is the occurrence in Brahms's ceuvre of derivations and

developments of the semitone cluster. Brahms is often (and erroneously) thought of as a
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conservative composer. ,.IJ:.l fact, in tenns of chromaticism, his melodic writing owes a

significant debt to the gypsies. Shifting semitone motifs suffuse his music, from the more

Hungarian Violin Concerto to the more Gennanic symphonies. The first Symphony, a work

which took a score or more years to write, opens with just such a shifting chromatic line,

simultaneously rising in the violins and cellos and descending in the violas and woodwinds:

fig. 31: Brahms, Symphony No.1; first movement, rom. 1-3

Much of the material of this same movement is conceived as an extension of the

semitone idea, often elaborated with passing notes and "passing motives". Since the idea of

off-beat accents is a rhythmic focus throughout the movement, we can consider the dotted-

quarter notes of the following example to be the focall points of the melodic line. The

measures can therefore be reduced to a rising semitone motive:48

fig. 32: Brahms, Symphony No.1; first movement, mm. 161-164

Is this Hungarian or not? As a technique, it is undoubtedly rooted in the harmonic practice

of the gypsy bands and parallels the melodic techniques of the lautarii. Brahms's skill resides

in the fact that these characteristics are integrated within his own very personal style.

48. Taken in conjunction with the descending diminished arpeggio of the next measure, this phrase shows the
same contour as the first theme of the Allegro.
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~~ /\
The derivedfigure~-5is ofless importance in this discussion ofHungarian influence

since.this elaboration has been a typical figuration which tonicizes the dominant in Western

music since at least Mozart's time (the last movement of his third Violin Concerto, for
/\ I /\

example). The combination 5-176 in the major mode is less usual. Even in descending

arpeggio passages it is customary in classical Western musical traditions to embellish with

lower, rather than upper grace notes:

fig. 33 : lower grace note embellishment

Brahms uses a flattened sixth in many places as either an embellishment or as part of a

melodic line. However, its appearance is not a herald of "Hungarian-ness", in spite of its

origin in the gypsy scale (recall also the gypsy scale built on the tIfth degree with the flattened

second degree). It shows, perhaps, more than any other pitch device how Brahms subsumed

these early influences into a personal style.

3 . .

fig. 34: Brahms, Symphony No.4; first movement, mm. 53-56

Rhythmic Features of Gypsy Performance

Gypsy bands always played with a large degree of syncopation in their renderings of

folksongs, popular melodies and classical transcriptions. The rhythmic device most

commonly associated with the gypsies is the "syncopation pattern", consisting of)J j f;. In

Brahms's Hungarian Dance No.3 the syncopation pattern is used as an accompanimental
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figure in the first section and as a melodic rhythm in the third section.49
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fig. 35: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.3; accompaniment, first section; melody, third section

The last movement of Brahms's Piano Quartet in A major, op. 26 begins with this

syncopation pattern, as does the main theme in the Rondo of Piano Concerto No.1:

fig. 36: Brahms, Piano Concerto No.1; third movement, main theme

The gypsies often emphasized this pattern with an extra accent on the longer note (as

above), underlining the dance-like rhythm. The natural extension of the syncopation pattern

is to prolong it over the barline, not only as a melodic figure but also as an accompaniment.

ForBrahms this became a rhythmic fmgerprint, though, curiously enough, he was more prone

to syncopations when using triple metre than duple metre.50 As an accompanimental figure

in the Andante con moto of Brahms's Trio in C major, op. f57, the syncopated pattern is

featured prominently, while the parlando rhythm in the strings adds to the Hungarian flavour.

49. Brahms followed liszt's example in this dance, underlining the "Hungarian" with a phrase three bars in
length. In the entire collection of twenty-one Hungarian Dances we only find this phrase-length in three
other places: No.5 (part two), No. 13 (opening) and No. 14 (opening). This last is Brahms's original music.

50. In duple metre: Tragic Overture, op. 81 (second theme), Serenade No.1, op. 11 (first movement, second
theme). In triple metre: Piano Quartet in C minor, op. 60 (first movement, first theme), Piano Quintet in
F minor, op. 34 (third movement, first theme), Symphorry No.1, op. 68 (first movement, introduction and
first theme).
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fig. 37: Brahms, Trio in C major, op. '07; Andante can mota
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When this type of syncopated accompaniment is performed in a short, staccato manner,

leaving a silence between each note, it becomes the kontra figure present in gypsy band

performances (see page 71).

Based on the formal structure of the verbunkos and cscirdds with a slow section

followed by increasingly faster sections, gypsy bands often changed tempo without any

indication or relationship between the tempos. Brahms's Hungarian Dances, of course, are

largely constructed in this manner, but his less obviously '''Hungarian'' works also contain this

sudden change of tempo. The String Quintet in G major, op. 111 has an "'animato" section

at the end of the ''Vivace''. The manner in which Brahms approaches this tempo change is

in keeping with the gypsy style. He finishes the previous section with two chords separated

by full-beat rests and then immediately moves into the faster tempo. Note also the abrupt and

unexpected change of key at the Animato:
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fig. 38 : Brahms, Quintet op. 111; last movement, mm. 241-248

The Rondo alIa Zingarese movement of the Piano Quartet in G minor, op. 25 has

many tempo changes from Meno Presto to Poco piu Presto and back, then accelerando to

Molto Presto. It is also a feature of the Hungarian national dance style to push with increasing

speed to the last notes ofa piece. Such a style is exhibited here at the conclusion ofthe Rondo

alia Zingarese movement.

Gypsy bands made wide use of the fermata, a rhythmic device which created a sense

of expectation, especially at the opening and in the middle of their pieces. Brahms's

Hungarian Dance No.10 is an example of an arresting opening, using the fermata to halt the

rhythm almost before it has begun, asking the listener to wait.
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fig. 39 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.6; opening
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This same sense of expectation within a piece can be created without a written fermata, but

with an implied pause. The Violin Concerto, for instance, contains many sections in which

the rhythm is arrested after a flamboyant violin solo, leaving the music suspended and the

listener waiting for the next phrase. Fermate, of course, are not unusual in a concerto as a

conclusion to a phrase. Here Brahms places his fermata at the beginning of the orchestral

phrase, anticipating the G# grace note of the next section.

(cadenza) ritenuto piupresto

3

fig. 40: Brahms, Violin Concerto; last movement, mm. 265-268
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Gypsy Band Embellishments

Most of the embellishments used by gypsy bands in perrormance evolved because they

were idiomatic to the violin. As would be expected, Johannes Brahms used gypsy

ornamentation to the fullest degree in his Hungarian Dances, but it is evident elsewhere as

well. Grace notes, for example, are employed in the fifth variation of Variations on a

Hungarian Song. Here they are in thirds and sixths, adding to the exotic atmosphere of the

section.
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fig. 41 : Bmhms, Variations on a Hungarian Song; Variation 5

The Violin Concerto is full of ornamentation in the gypsy manner. The slow movement

contains a decoration of the melody which might well be the transcription of some improvised

figuration by a primas.
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fig.42: Brahms, Violin Concerto; second movement, mm. 67-69

Gypsy Band Harmony

The most characteristic feature of music performed by gypsy bands is the gypsy scale.

Jonathan Bellman has pointed out that, contrary to earlier assumptions, it is now generally

held that this scale was not in fact omnipresent in gypsy music, but was mixed with Western

major and minor modes.51 As a harmonic device, the gypsy scale is indeed restrictive in terms

of Western classical practices, allowing an easy tonic-dominant relationship but excluding

subdominant harmonies. The characteristic harmonic pattern based on this scale is tonic

minor-tonic diminished (figure 43a), or, with more sense of modulation (by enharmonically

respelling J3, as D#), tonic minor-supertonic major with the seventh (figure 43b).

51. Bellman, "Toward a Lexicon for the Style Hongrois ,.. in The Joumal ofMusicology, IX, no. :2 (Spring 1991),
p.234.
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fig. 43a: tonic-diminished fig. 43b: tonic-supertonic

Thefirst ofthese patterns is the more fundamental and well-suited to the drone accompaniment,

typical of much gypsy folk music. It is therefore probable that in more sophisticated and

complex improvisations the modes would be mixed, the minor mode being employed for an

underlying harmonic structure while the augmented fourth of the gypsy scale would be used

mostly in the melodic line. The recorded performances of twentieth-century gypsy bands

certainly bear out this hypothesis, and Brahms may well have been imitating standard gypsy

performance practice in the second movement of his Violin Concerto cited above. Johannes

Brahms's harmonic language includes the occasional pedal point, which is connected to the

drone concept. A fine example occurs at measure 310 in the first movement of the Piano

Concerto No.1, op. 15.
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fig. 44 : Brnhms, Piano Concerto No.1; first movement, mm. 310-317
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Although the gypsy scale excludes the subdominant key, the harmonic movement to

the chord on the natural fourth degree was one of the most common in gypsy music. The

~~~possible dissonance"'+llr+ was avoided simply by excluding the one in the presence of the

other. In Brahms's seventeenth Hungarian Dance we find a typical example of this

oscillation between raised and natural fourth degree. In the first measure we hear the raised

fourth; in the second measure, where the underlying harmony moves to the subdominant,

the melody includes the natural fourth degree. This mixed use of gypsy scale and

subdominant harmony was probably a mutual influence of Western harmonic practice and

gypsy music, a mixture that gives an extra "bite" to the sound.
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fig. 45: Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 17; opening

The gypsies extended their final authentic cadence with a sequence which was as

typical as the verbunkos cadence.52 This sequence, whether in major or minor mode consisted

of three rapid staccato chords - either IV-V-I, V-V-I, I-V-I or 1-1-1 - which did not

necessarily bear any relationship to the melodic movement, and indeed often bore no

52. Although there is no contemporary description of this particular cadential figure, twentieth-century
recordings display a preponderance of this feature (Csdrdds: Hungarian Gypsy Music, Ferenc Santaand his
Gypsy Band. Naxos, 8.550954, 1994 and Hungarian Folk Songs and Csdrddses. Elemer Horvath es
Ciganyzenekara. Fiesta, FLPS 1469). Since these recordings match contemporary description on many
other points, we can infer that the cadence was probably part of nineteenth-century gypsy practice.
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relationship to the speed or dynamic of the piece. Brahms concludes Hungarian Dances Nos.

1,5,8 and 15 with this formula. The spirit of this pattern marks the end of the Violin Concerto

in D major, op. 77:

riten. a tempo

fig. 46: Brahms, Violin Concerto; last 5 measures

It is interesting to note that the verbunkos cadence was harmonized in three different

ways. In its most usual form it consisted of an authentic cadence.53
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fig.47: Verbunkos authentic cadence (Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 10; first section)

Some forms could be harmonized equally with authentic or plagal cadences (figure 48a) and

the semi-verbunkos cadence would be harmonized with a simple repetition of the tonic chord

(figure 48b). As stated earlier (page 44), the verbunkos cadence is a melodic concept rather

than a harmonic one.

53. Statistic compiled from sources including Brahms's Hungarian Dances, Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsodies,
pieces by Csermak, Ruzitska, KeIer, etc.
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fig. 48a : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No.8
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fig. 48b : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 15
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Melodies performed by gypsy bands were often harmonized in thirds and sixths, either

on the violin or between two instruments (two violins or violin and clarinet).

It is important to remember, as a performance consideration, the sixths in

this particular context are not voiced unequally; each voice in this folk

derived style is singing for all it is worth, so neither "melody" takes prec

edence, as it might in more standard musical usage.54

In Brahms's Hungarian Dances we hearmany examples ofthis kind of voicing. The eleventh

of these dances is a slow lament-style piece with the melody based on thirds and sixths.

54. Bellman, "Toward a Lexicon for the Style Hongrois ", p. ""7.
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fig. 49 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 11; opening melody
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This particular dance is a good model of typical gypsy band harmonic progression. It employs

simple harmonies, usual for gypsy musicians: tonic, subdominant, dominant in root position.

In many of Brahms's less obviously "Hungarian" works, he also uses harmonies of thirds and

sixths which contribute to the subtle exotic sound. The Adagio of the violin and piano Sonata

in D minor, op. 108, for example, has as its climax a melody in thirds, harmonized by a

diminished chord on the tonic moving to a minor subdominant Brahms was particularly fond

of the minor subdominant, a chord relationship which has its roots in the gypsy scale with its

characteristic semitone cluster around the dominant note.
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fig. 50: Brahms, Sonata in D minor, op. 108; second movement, mm. 51-56

The Piano QUartet in G minor, op. 25 also provides us with a gypsy-style melody in thirds.

The Meno Presto in the Rondo alIa Zingarese movement has a passionate melody played by

the viola and cello, later with the violin:
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fig. 51 : Brahms, Piano Quartet, op. 25; last movement, mm. 173-176
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Both the Piano Concerto No.1 and the Violin Concerto are replete with thirds and sixths in

their solo and orchestral parts.

Movement in thirds and sixths is very common in occidental tonal music. However,

the gypsy use of these intervals differs in the extent to which they employ extended strings

of thirds or sixths. Thus, while it is rare in Western art music to find lines of these intervals

more than five or six notes in length, gypsy band music is characterized by prolonged

melodies with no intervallic variety. Note how the Hungarian flavour is diluted in the

example from Hungarian Dance No. 11 (page 54, figure 33 ) when the lower line does not

follow the upper line in parallel thirds:

fig. 52 : Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 11 with the lower voice re-written
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Brahms initial contact with gypsy music came at a time when gypsy bands were

considered to be an important political tool for Hungary. Performance standards were very

high and the technical quality of the musicians was unsurpassed. Such displays of virtuoso

ensemble playing, as well as individual prowess, would inevitably make a deep impression

on the young composer. He heard a style so distinctive that it marked a large part of his ceuvre

in overt and subtle ways. This music (band music for the gypsies, salon music for the

Hungarian middle-class composers) was however not indigenous to the gypsies. It repre

sented their response to the reactions of the world around them. It is unlikely that Brahms

knew much about the gypsies' folk music, although in his Gypsy Songs he did represent this

genre in his own manner.

The interaction between salon music and gypsy improvisation was in a con"tinuous

state of evolution. Middle-class composers and gypsies heard and adapted each other's

work for their own audience's needs. The gypsies were particularly adept at "adapting",

rarely playing the same piece twice in quite the same manner. (Bercovici recounts that the

gypsy fiddler Bihari begged a young violinist to repeat a piece so that he might learn it, only

to be told by the astonished player that he had learned it himself just a few months

previously - by listening to Bihari play it!54). The techniques of salon composition were

much closer to classical Teutonic practices than were gypsy improvisation, and the

boundaries between Hungarian and Germanic music were as variable as the political

boundaries between the countries.

Most of the characteristics of gypsy performance - embellishments, syncopations,

abrupt changes of tempo, mode or dynamic - cannot be considered "Hungarianisms" when

55. Bercovici, The Story a/the Gypsies, p. 95.
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weighed individually. It is the various groupings of these features which create the sound

commonly understood to be "Hungarian," but which is in fact the gypsy style.

The research of identifiable Hungarianisms in Brahms's music is interesting and

informative. However, it is more pertinent to trace the thread of these influences to the point

where they merge with the non-Hungarian, the classical occidental forms, structures and

hannonies, and to parallel the techniques that Brahms inherited from Bach and Beethoven

with the techniques he borrowed from his neighbours. Is there a boundary between the

German Brahms and the Hungarian Brahms, or do the two merge imperceptibly?

* * *



EPILOGUE

Brahms's interest in ''Hungarian'' music ~ay have been a response to an innate musical

sensitivity for that mode of expression. Certainly it was propelled by his meeting and

consequent performing with Ede Remenyi. Elements of the style were already present in his

own compositional imprint, but he learned about the "Hungarian" from Remenyi through his

flamboyant performances of "national airs" .

These "national airs" - the compositions by middle-class Hungarian composers,

including Remenyi, which had become popular through performances by the gypsies 

were taken by gypsy musicians who adapted them to their own style of interpretation. They

made popular the national dances, the verbunkos and csdrdds, and occasionally used

folksongs in their performances. Because of this mosaic of genres, it is often difficult to make

the distinction between these Hungarian styles. Although Brahms used all four types of

Hungarian music in his works (folk music, salon music, gypsy folk music and gypsy band

music), it is most probable that he was exposed to the folksongs and popular songs through

gypsy musicians and their presentation of them.
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An important aspect of the "Hungarian" style is the exaggerated performance practice

of gypsy bands. They make a significant distinction between music as written symbols -

a score - and the interpretation of those notes and rhythms. Jonathan Bellman points out

that

we must distinguish between the music itself and the stylistic 'accent' given

to it by the musicians who performed it. Each is important, but they should

be understood as separate entities before being viewed as a whole. l

Gypsy musicians were always extrovertly emotional, giving an impression of playing to the

deepest feelings of their audiences.

Gypsies can still achieve by music what is no longer possible for others in

words, the conveying of a thought exactly as it sprang into consciousness.

They do not need brain work to set it in order and clear it from inessential

associations so as to present it in a shape approaching the original. Their

music springs from the fountain of life, it has no rules and cannot even be

written down, for our system of notation does not contain the infmitesimal

degrees of tone from which the gypsies derive their unique wealth of colour,

light, and shade.2

This romantic vision of the gypsies is one held by many, but another view is that shallow

sentimentality was their speciality, a style of performance where nothing was left to the

imagination and subtlety had no place. All contrasts in tempo, dynamics, key, etc. were

exaggerated and over-emphasized for the purpose of entertaining and holding the attention

of the audience. As Liszt said,

1. Bellman, "Toward a Lexicon for the Style hongrois", p. 216.

2. Block, Gypsies: Their U!e and their Customs, pp. 224-225.
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...there is no rule of discipline; no effort made to modulate. The Gypsy

likes to spring suddenly to a remote key just as in his conversation he is

likely to leap from one question to its direct opposite.3
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Of course, the many gestures idiomatic to the gypsy style cannot be easily notated on a

score. They are, however, very important for unadulterated imitation. The manner of

performance is a crucial consideration when discussing gypsy style, especially with regard

to the violin. The "gypsy swoop", for instance, is only evident when there is an upward

motion, either physically or musically. If, in a violin piece, the musician chooses to play the

"swoop" on a down-bow, the effect is marginalized. If the structural "swoop" is somehow

diminished, perhaps by a pianist lengthening the end of the phrase or a conductor indicating

for the orchestra to play in a subdued fashion, the "Hungarianism" may no longer exist. It

is interesting to note that the "Hungarian" in works by Brahms can be found in his more

Romantic pieces (displaying the characteristics of the Romantic era) and little of the gypsy

style is heard in his more" Classic compositions.

As we have seen, a comparison ofdiverse Hungarian musical traditions with Brahms's

own compositions yields a plethora of information on the kind of gypsy performances

Brahms must have heard in his youth. In particular, the Hungarian Dances show us how

Brahms perceived this style and what elements of it formed part of his "Hungarian"

technique. This in tum furnishes us with tools with which to examine the links between

Brahms's Teutonic style and the characteristics assimilated from gypsy performances.

The ''Hungarian'' in works of Brahms is evident in more than one manner. In works

such as the Hungarian Dances and the Rondo alia Zingarese movement of the Piano Quartet,

op. 25, Brahms was clearly imitating the travelling gypsy musicians and purposefully making

use of the many techniques central to their style. In the Clarinet Quintet, again, he seems to

3. Saltzman, "Riddle of the Gypsy Fiddle", p. 25.
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have stepped into Hungary for the second movement, giving a rhapsodic flourish and then

returning to Germany.

More important, though, is the less conscious use of the "Hungarian" in pieces whose

titles do not readily expose the influence, the pairing of gypsy characteristics in such a way

as to conjure the "Hungarian" without the extravagant performance of gypsy musicians. All

the concerti - the two for piano, the one for violin as well as the double - provide us with

excellent examples of this type of "Hungarian" in Brahms's musical personality. The

essential point here is that Brahms is combining characteristics to the extent that the gypsy

manner of performing is impressed on the listener without pronounced reference to such

unmistakable pointers as the gypsy scale or a kontra accompaniment. The last movement of

the Double Concerto, Ope 102 has many contrasts of the evident with the implied: evident,

when Brahms uses elements with those clear hints (for example at mm. 164-172); implied,

when he juxtaposes and contrasts rapid, dynamic passages and lyrical melody:

:>

2

II l/

t) :4t T_v· ~. - ~ ..". ...
~ t: t: '--".,~ .-----: -.fl- • ..

~

~ .

fig. 1: Brahms, Double Concerto, op. 102; last movement, mm. '268-'277
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The third manner in which the gypsy style .penetrates Brahms's compositions is far

more subtle. Individual traits linked with the idiom permeate the composer's works, not

always grouped with enough other gypsy elements to qualify as "Hungarian", sometimes

much more complex in rhythm or harmony than the gypsies would ever attempt themselves,

but always underlying even the most German of pieces, such as the German Requiem and

many songs.

* * *



APPENDIX

The sources for Brahms's Hungarian Dances, available in diverse publications during

the composer's lifetime, have long since been out ofprint, hence some are gathered here for

the reader's convenience. Three of the following four scores are found in Katalin Szerzo's

Johannes Brahms: Ungarische Tiinze fUr Klavier zu vier Hlinden - source publication and

commentaries, edited by Gabor Kovats (Budapest: Editio MusicaBudapest, 1990). Hattyii

Hangok by Miska Borzo, a military bandmaster, is the source for Brahms's Hungarian Dance

No. 1. N. Merty's Kalocsai emlik was the basis for the Poco sostenuto and Vivace sections

of Hungarian Dance No.4. The main part of Hungarian Dance No.6 had as its source a

csardds found in an 1864 publication which was transcribed by Adolf Nittinger.

Brahms's Hungarian Dance No.5 has been the subject of much research. It was

initially thought that Bela Keler's BartJai EmLek was the original version of the piece.

Included here is the version for violin and piano, published in 1887.
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